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Takahashi, Akiyuki, Patricia Camacho, James D. Lechleiter, and Brian Herman. Measurement of Intracellular Calcium. Physiol. Rev. 79: 1089–1125, 1999.—To a certain extent, all cellular, physiological, and pathological phenomena that occur in cells are accompanied by ionic changes. The development of techniques allowing the measurement of such ion activities has contributed substantially to our understanding of normal and abnormal cellular function. Digital video microscopy, confocal laser scanning microscopy, and more recently multiphoton microscopy have allowed the precise spatial analysis of intracellular ion activity at the subcellular level in addition to measurement of its concentration. It is well known that Ca$^{2+}$ regulates numerous physiological cellular phenom-
ena as a second messenger as well as triggering pathological events such as cell injury and death. A number of methods have been developed to measure intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\). In this review, we summarize the advantages and pitfalls of a variety of Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators used in both optical and nonoptical techniques employed for measuring intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Calcium acts as a universal second messenger in a variety of cells. The beginning of life, the act of fertilization, is regulated by Ca\(^{2+}\) (31, 378, 423). Numerous functions of all types of cells are regulated by Ca\(^{2+}\) to a greater or lesser degree. More than 100 years ago, Ringer and co-workers (316–321) demonstrated that Ca\(^{2+}\)-containing perfusate was required for the normal contraction of frog heart. In the 1940s, it was found that an injection of Ca\(^{2+}\) into a muscle fiber induced contraction, but K\(^{+}\), Na\(^{+}\), or Mg\(^{2+}\) did not (145, 147, 184). Heilbrunn (144, 146) emphasized the potential roles of Ca\(^{2+}\) in various cellular functions; however, it took a long time until his ideas were broadly accepted. In the 1960s, Ebashi and Lipmann (95, 99) discovered an intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) storage site, the sarcoplasmic reticulum, in muscle fibers. Subsequently, they clarified the exact mechanism of muscle contraction and the role of the Ca\(^{2+}\)-binding protein troponin in contraction of striated muscle of higher vertebrates (96–98). After that, it was shown that Ca\(^{2+}\)-binding proteins existed in a variety of cells and acted as linkers between Ca\(^{2+}\) the messenger and various cellular phenomena (182, 183, 202), which facilitated analysis of the potential functions of Ca\(^{2+}\) in a variety of cells. Cells themselves control intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration ([Ca\(^{2+}\)]) strictly with several Ca\(^{2+}\) regulatory mechanisms, such as Ca\(^{2+}\) channels, Ca\(^{2+}\) pumps, and Ca\(^{2+}\) exchangers.

Since the 1920s, scientists have attempted to measure [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_{i}\) but few were successful. The first reliable measurements of [Ca\(^{2+}\)] were performed by Ridgway and Ashley (314) by injecting the photoprotein aequorin into the giant muscle fiber of the barnacle. Subsequently, in the 1980s, Tsien and colleagues (127, 254, 401, 402, 405, 427) produced a variety of chemical fluorescent indicators. These reagents have provided trustworthy methods for measuring [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_{i}\). Since the development of these monitors, investigations of Ca\(^{2+}\)-related intracellular phenomena have skyrocketed.

As might have been predicted, the interests of many researchers shifted from [Ca\(^{2+}\)] analysis at the cellular level to that of the subcellular level. It has been found that [Ca\(^{2+}\)] is not even distributed throughout the whole cell and that intracellular heterogeneity of [Ca\(^{2+}\)] (such as Ca\(^{2+}\) waves and Ca\(^{2+}\) sparks) is observed in a variety of cells (e.g., oocyte, heart muscle cell, hepatocyte, and exocrine cell) (53, 64, 118, 187, 216, 302, 331, 390, 391). With the advent of the confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) in the 1980s (42, 424, 425), measurement of intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) has accelerated significantly. Confocal laser scanning microscopy, and more recently multiphoton microscopy, allows the precise spatial and temporal analysis of intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) activity at the subcellular level in addition to measurement of its concentration. This is due to the fact that the emitted fluorescence detected by the CLSM and multiphoton microscopes are limited to a specific focal plane. These optical techniques have enabled scientists to document the spatial movement of [Ca\(^{2+}\)] in cells (32, 223).

Because of the importance of Ca\(^{2+}\) in biology, numerous techniques/methods for analyzing the mechanisms of cellular and/or subcellular Ca\(^{2+}\) activity have been established. Unfortunately, however, there is no one best technique/method with which one can measure Ca\(^{2+}\). Although each method for analyzing Ca\(^{2+}\) activity has certain advantages over the others, each also suffers drawbacks. In this review, we summarize the advantages and pitfalls of some standard Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators, the methods used to measure Ca\(^{2+}\), including some recent microscopic techniques, and procedures used for measuring cellular and/or subcellular Ca\(^{2+}\) activity in living cells.

II. CHEMICAL FLUORESCENT INDICATORS

A. Selection Criteria of Chemical Fluorescent Indicators

The most widely used Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators are chemical fluorescent probes because, in general, their signal (light) is quite large for a given change in [Ca\(^{2+}\)] compared with other types of Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators. Most of the classical members of this group were produced by Tsien and colleagues (127, 254, 401, 402, 405).

There are several different fluorescent Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators, and it is important to select the most suitable probe for a given experiment (Table 1). They can be divided into various groups based on several different criteria. One way of dividing these probes into two groups is to separate them based on whether they are ratiometric versus nonratiometric (single wavelength) indicators. The former includes indo 1 and fura 2, whereas the latter includes fluo 3, the calcium green class, and rhod 2. The use of ratiometric indicators allows for correction of differences of pathlength and accessible volume in three-dimensional specimens.

Another important criteria for division is the excitation/emission spectra. The absorption spectra [e.g., ultra-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Forms</th>
<th>(\text{Ca}^{2+}) free</th>
<th>(\text{Ca}^{2+}) bound</th>
<th>(\text{Ca}^{2+}) free</th>
<th>(\text{Ca}^{2+}) bound</th>
<th>(K_d)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Reference No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quin 2</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>353 333</td>
<td>405 405</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>60 nM</td>
<td>5–9</td>
<td>Strong chelating effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo 1</td>
<td>A, E, D</td>
<td>346 330</td>
<td>475 401</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>230 nM (20–40)</td>
<td>Dual-excitation ratiometry (405/485 nm), much compartmentalization and binding to proteins</td>
<td>127, 180, 298, 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fura 2</td>
<td>A, E, D</td>
<td>363 335</td>
<td>512 505</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>224 nM (13–35)</td>
<td>Dual-excitation ratiometry (340/380 nm), much compartmentalization and binding to proteins</td>
<td>106, 127, 189, 329, 386, 415, 427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mag-indo 1</td>
<td>A, E, D</td>
<td>349 338</td>
<td>480 390</td>
<td>35 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>Low affinity</td>
<td>399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mag-fura 2 (furaptra)</td>
<td>A, E, D</td>
<td>349 330</td>
<td>511 508</td>
<td>35 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(6–8)</td>
<td>Low affinity</td>
<td>155, 198, 311, 379</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo 2FF</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>346 335</td>
<td>505 505</td>
<td>35 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(5–10.6)</td>
<td>Low affinity</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo PE3</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>346 330</td>
<td>475 498</td>
<td>35 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>Leakage resistant</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-fura 2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>364 335</td>
<td>508 500</td>
<td>35 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>Leakage resistant</td>
<td>159, 347, 415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-fura 2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>364 335</td>
<td>508 500</td>
<td>35 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>Leakage resistant</td>
<td>159, 347, 415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{2}g-fura 2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>365 338</td>
<td>501 494</td>
<td>150 nM (22–26)</td>
<td>Near membrane</td>
<td>105, 106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mag-fura 2 (furaptra)</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>369 329</td>
<td>511 508</td>
<td>25 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>Low affinity</td>
<td>65, 167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mag-fura 5</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>369 328</td>
<td>505 505</td>
<td>28 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>Low affinity</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo 3FF</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>346 330</td>
<td>475 401</td>
<td>35 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(5–10.6)</td>
<td>Low affinity</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fura 3FF</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>360 335</td>
<td>505 505</td>
<td>35 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(5–10.6)</td>
<td>Low affinity</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo PE3</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>346 330</td>
<td>475 498</td>
<td>35 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>Leakage resistant</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-fura 2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>364 335</td>
<td>508 500</td>
<td>35 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>Leakage resistant</td>
<td>159, 347, 415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis-fura 2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>364 335</td>
<td>508 500</td>
<td>35 (\mu)M</td>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>Leakage resistant</td>
<td>159, 347, 415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baclofen-BAPTA-488</td>
<td>A, E, D</td>
<td>494 494</td>
<td>523 523</td>
<td>1.05, 0.46</td>
<td>3.00, 3.53</td>
<td>190 nM</td>
<td>Large quantum yield, larger increase of emission fluorescence upon binding Ca(^{2+}) than calcium green-1</td>
<td>116, 312, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium green-2</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>506 503</td>
<td>536 536</td>
<td>550 nM</td>
<td>60–100</td>
<td>Large quantum yield, larger increase of emission fluorescence upon binding Ca(^{2+}) than calcium green-1</td>
<td>116, 312, 369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium green-5N</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>506 503</td>
<td>536 536</td>
<td>550 nM</td>
<td>60–100</td>
<td>Large quantum yield, larger increase of emission fluorescence upon binding Ca(^{2+}) than calcium green-1</td>
<td>116, 312, 369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium orange</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>515 515</td>
<td>526 526</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>400 nM</td>
<td>The most popular visible wavelength indicator (suited to CLSM and flow cytometry)</td>
<td>185, 254, 281, 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium orange-5N</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>515 515</td>
<td>526 526</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>400 nM</td>
<td>The most popular visible wavelength indicator (suited to CLSM and flow cytometry)</td>
<td>185, 254, 281, 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium crimson</td>
<td>A, E, D</td>
<td>590 589</td>
<td>615 615</td>
<td>2.56, 2.1</td>
<td>4.1, 4.9</td>
<td>185 nM</td>
<td>Suitable for [Ca(^{2+})]_measurable range</td>
<td>92, 100, 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon green BAPTA-488-1</td>
<td>A, E, D</td>
<td>494 494</td>
<td>523 523</td>
<td>170 nM</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Suitable for [Ca(^{2+})]_measurable range</td>
<td>100, 152, 208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon green BAPTA-488-2</td>
<td>A, E, D</td>
<td>494 494</td>
<td>523 523</td>
<td>170 nM</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Suitable for [Ca(^{2+})]_measurable range</td>
<td>100, 152, 208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon green BAPTA-488-5N</td>
<td>A, E, D</td>
<td>494 494</td>
<td>523 523</td>
<td>170 nM</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Suitable for [Ca(^{2+})]_measurable range</td>
<td>100, 152, 208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fura red</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>566 566</td>
<td>576 576</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>185 nM</td>
<td>Suitable for [Ca(^{2+})]_measurable range</td>
<td>100, 152, 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-rhod 1</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>566 566</td>
<td>576 576</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>185 nM</td>
<td>Suitable for [Ca(^{2+})]_measurable range</td>
<td>100, 152, 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhod 2</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>566 566</td>
<td>576 576</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>185 nM</td>
<td>Suitable for [Ca(^{2+})]_measurable range</td>
<td>100, 152, 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-rhod 5N</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>566 566</td>
<td>576 576</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>185 nM</td>
<td>Suitable for [Ca(^{2+})]_measurable range</td>
<td>100, 152, 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mag-X-rhod 1</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>575 575</td>
<td>580 580</td>
<td>45 (\mu)M</td>
<td>45 (\mu)M</td>
<td>Accumulation to mitochondria, low affinity, Mg(^{2+}) indicator</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mag-X-rhod 2</td>
<td>A, E</td>
<td>575 575</td>
<td>580 580</td>
<td>45 (\mu)M</td>
<td>45 (\mu)M</td>
<td>Accumulation to mitochondria, low affinity, Mg(^{2+}) indicator</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium green C_{18}</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>509 509</td>
<td>530 530</td>
<td>280 nM</td>
<td>–8</td>
<td>Near membrane</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fura-indoline-C_{18}</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>612 598</td>
<td>711 694</td>
<td>260 nM</td>
<td>–8</td>
<td>Near membrane</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table is based on The Handbook of Fluorescent Probes and Research Chemicals (6th ed.) by Molecular Probes, Texas Fluorescence Lab 1998 catalog and other published papers. A, E, and D in the forms column represent the active form or acid, ester, and dextran conjugate, respectively. \(K_d\), dissociation constant; \(F_{\text{max}}/F_{\text{min}}\), ratio of maximum fluorescence to minimum fluorescence; \(R_{\text{max}}/R_{\text{min}}\), ratio of maximum fluorescence to minimum fluorescence ratio.
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violet (UV) or visible wavelength (blue, green, and red)] of the indicator should be examined closely and optimally matched to the maximal output of the excitation light source. In particular, when using single- or multi-photon excitation lasers, the excitation wavelength is fixed so that indicators need to be selected such that the maximum probe absorbance occurs at the available wavelengths of the laser in the system. Recently, it has become popular to use multiple dyes to analyze different parameters simultaneously (e.g., \([Ca^{2+}]\) and pH or \([Ca^{2+}]\) and membrane potential) or to measure \([Ca^{2+}]\) in targeted subcellular components such as mitochondria (36, 59, 60, 221, 232, 238, 239, 300, 360, 413, 438). Hence, the emission spectra of \(Ca^{2+}\) indicators are the most essential factor in selection of dyes for multiple staining. Calcium indicators are categorized into several groups according to their emission: 1) blue-emission group: quin 2, indo 1, benzothiazia, and fura 2; 2) green-emission group: fura 2, BTC, fluo 3, calcium green, and Oregon green 1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic acid (BAPTA); 3) yellow- and orange-emission group: calcium orange, calcium crimson, and rhod 2; and 4) red- and near infrared-emission group: calcium crimson and Fura red.

Another consideration in selection of indicators is their chemical form. Calcium indicators are provided commercially in various forms such as salt (acid), ester, and dextran conjugates. The methods for incorporating the indicator into cells is dependent on the chemical form of the indicator (see sect. ii).

One of the most important considerations in choosing an indicator is its \(Ca^{2+}\)-binding affinity, which is reflected in the dissociation constant \((K_d)\). Calcium indicators are thought to shift their absorption or emission spectrum or change their emitted fluorescence intensity in response to \(Ca^{2+}\) at a concentration range between 0.1 \(K_d\) to 10 \(K_d\). However, \(Ca^{2+}\) sensitivity is generally more reliable in a \([Ca^{2+}]\) range below and very near the \(K_d\) (246). Although high affinity (low \(K_d\)) \(Ca^{2+}\) indicators may emit bright fluorescence, they may also buffer intracellular \(Ca^{2+}\). Moreover, because a high-affinity \(Ca^{2+}\) indicator becomes saturated at relatively low \([Ca^{2+}]\), errors in \([Ca^{2+}]\) estimation can occur. Recently, low-affinity (high \(K_d\)) fluorescent \(Ca^{2+}\) indicators have been produced. One of the uses of low-affinity indicators is to measure \(Ca^{2+}\) levels in subcellular organelles. For example, regulation of \(Ca^{2+}\) in the sarcoplasmic reticulum or endoplasmic reticulum is thought to be one of the important regulators of \(Ca^{2+}\)-dependent physiological phenomena, but levels of \([Ca^{2+}]\) in these organelles are quite high and it has been difficult to measure them with the conventional high-affinity \(Ca^{2+}\) indicators because of their buffering effects and the large separation between the \(K_d\) of the indicator and organelle \([Ca^{2+}]\). Recently, monitoring of \([Ca^{2+}]\) in organelles with low-affinity \(Ca^{2+}\) indicators has been reported (124, 155, 399). These low-affinity \(Ca^{2+}\) indicators can also be used to measure rapid changes in \([Ca^{2+}]\). Because of their low affinity for \(Ca^{2+}\), the kinetics of the reactions are rapid enough to analyze \(Ca^{2+}\) alterations accompanying muscle contraction with high temporal resolution, as has recently been described (65, 104, 198).

B. Ultraviolet-Wavelength Excitation Fluorescent Indicators

The first popular chemical fluorescent \(Ca^{2+}\) indicators were the UV-excitable indicators. Subsequently, several visible wavelength-excitable \(Ca^{2+}\) indicators have been produced, but UV-excitation indicators are still widely used as a quantitative ratiometric \(Ca^{2+}\) indicators. The UV-based ratiometric \(Ca^{2+}\) indicators suffer from the disadvantage that they require UV excitation. Ultraviolet irradiation is known to be more cytotoxic compared with long-wavelength irradiation (41). Moreover, some intracellular constituents emit intrinsic fluorescence when excited in the UV portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, which may interfere with precise evaluation of \([Ca^{2+}]\). For example, because the excitation and emission peak of NADH are 340 and 440–470 nm, respectively (139, 292), it is necessary to estimate if fluorescence from these substances contaminates the true UV-excited \(Ca^{2+}\) indicator fluorescence. In addition, there are several optical problems associated with the use of UV-excitation sources, i.e., common microscopic objectives are not chromatically corrected for use with UV light. Although this is not a severe problem in wide-field microscopy, corrections for chromatic aberrations are crucial for confocal imaging. Consequently, UV-based laser systems require specialized optical components (253, 280), which increases its cost and decreases overall signal intensity.

1. Quin 2

Quin 2 is one of the first-generation fluorescent \(Ca^{2+}\) indicators (400, 405). Following excitation at 339 nm, quin 2 shows a five- to sixfold increase in emission fluorescence when bound to \(Ca^{2+}\). In contrast, the emitted fluorescence decreases when excited at 365 nm, which allows dual-excitation ratiometry (69). However, the absorption coefficient and the quantum yield of quin 2 are low and hence, at concentrations needed to measure observable fluorescence, quin 2 buffers cellular \(Ca^{2+}\). Therefore, quin 2 has most recently been used not as a simple indicator for measuring \([Ca^{2+}]\), but as a buffer of intracellular \(Ca^{2+}\). For example, in certain situations, it has been hard to determine the function of a specific regulator of \(Ca^{2+}\) (e.g., \(Ca^{2+}\) channel on the plasma membrane) due to the intrinsic \(Ca^{2+}\)-buffering capacity by other cellular \(Ca^{2+}\) regulators. To study specifically the influx or efflux of \(Ca^{2+}\) at the plasma membrane, deliber-
ate overloading of cells with quin 2 has provided increased intracellular Ca$^{2+}$-buffering capacity (108, 260) and reduction of the interference by other intrinsic Ca$^{2+}$-buffering capacity (176, 393, 410, 411). Quin 2 has also been used as an intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ chelator (66, 123, 153, 433).

2. Indo 1

Indo 1 is one of the most popular Ca$^{2+}$ indicator (127). This indicator was synthesized in a similar design of BAPTA, which is a more pH-insensitive chelator than EGTA between pH 6.0 and 8.0 (141, 435) and has high selectivity for Ca$^{2+}$ over Mg$^{2+}$ (401). Indo 1 has several advantages over quin 2, including 1) greater selectivity for Ca$^{2+}$ over other divalent cations such as Mg$^{2+}$, Mn$^{2+}$, and Zn$^{2+}$; 2) a shift in emission wavelength upon binding Ca$^{2+}$; and 3) increased fluorescence quantum efficiency and lower affinity for Ca$^{2+}$ relative to quin 2, resulting in less buffering of cellular Ca$^{2+}$ and easier observation of intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ kinetics (127). Indo 1 is one of the ratiometric Ca$^{2+}$ indicators. Indo 1 exhibits a Ca$^{2+}$-induced wavelength shift in emission rather than excitation, which allows an increase in the speed of [Ca$^{2+}$] measurements using separate cameras or photodetectors. The absorption maximum of indo 1 is 330–350 nm. The fluorescence emission at 400–410 nm increases and that at 485 nm decreases when indo 1 combines with Ca$^{2+}$ (Fig. 1). Thus the ratio of the emitted fluorescence intensities at 410 and 485 nm allows accurate estimation of [Ca$^{2+}$]$_i$ independent of optical path length or total dye concentration. Such ratio measurements also correct for uneven dye loading, dye leakage, photobleaching, and changes in cell volume, e.g., during contraction in muscle cells (43, 252, 416) (Fig. 2). However, one of the most famous disadvantages of indo 1 is its rapid photobleaching. It has been reported that the rate of photobleaching does not affect the emission ratio much if the UV illumination is not excessive (416). However, rapid photobleaching has the potential to decrease signal-to-noise ratio (416). In addition, it has been reported that UV illumination induces photodegradation of indo 1 (342). Ultraviolet illumination generates a Ca$^{2+}$-insensitive fluorescent compound from indo 1 whose emission spectrum is quite close to Ca$^{2+}$-free indo 1, resulting in underestimation of [Ca$^{2+}$]$_i$ measurements (342). Moreover, the intracellular milieu can change indo 1’s emission spectrum (161, 289). Also, autofluorescence due to NADH, whose excitation and emission are 340 and 440–470 nm, respectively, overlaps with the spectrum of Ca$^{2+}$-free indo 1.

3. Fura 2

Fura 2 is also a UV-excited Ca$^{2+}$ indicator that allows ratiometric measurement. However, unlike indo 1, upon binding Ca$^{2+}$, fura 2 undergoes a shift in absorption rather than the emission peak (127). The maximal absorption peaks are 335 and 363 nm at maximal and minimal [Ca$^{2+}$], respectively, and the emission peak of both Ca$^{2+}$-bound
and Ca\(^{2+}\)-free forms of fura 2 is 500 nm (306, 427). For ratiometric measurements, excitation at 340 and 380 nm has usually been preferred (127), because the absorption peak of Ca\(^{2+}\)-free fura 2 is quite close to its isobestic point, and Ca\(^{2+}\)-free fura 2 emits greater than Ca\(^{2+}\)-bound fura 2 when excited by wavelengths longer than 370 nm. Although fura 2 is a good probe for use in wide-field microscopy, it is unfortunately not suited to Ca\(^{2+}\) measurements using CLSM or flow cytometry, because it is difficult to alter the excitation wavelength rapidly using this type of instrumentation. Compartmentalization and protein binding of fura 2-AM may be more pronounced than indo 1-AM (121, 166, 199, 329). This provides the potential for using fura 2 for monitoring [Ca\(^{2+}\)] within certain subcellular components (122, 124), but may also affect its apparent Ca\(^{2+}\) sensitivity because the emission from fura 2 bound to protein or inside compartments does not reflect cytosolic [Ca\(^{2+}\)] precisely. It has been reported that fura 2 also degenerates into a Ca\(^{2+}\)-insensitive but fluorescent compound induced by UV illumination, resulting in inaccuracy of ratiometric measurement of [Ca\(^{2+}\)] (27).

4. Indo 1FF, fura 2FF, Mag-indo 1, Mag-fura 2, and Mag-fura 5

Indo 1FF and fura 2FF belong to the low Ca\(^{2+}\) affinity class of Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators (111, 124). They are sometimes quite useful for particular Ca\(^{2+}\) measurements because of their high \(K_a\). For example, they are used for measurements of rapid changes of [Ca\(^{2+}\)] as well as measuring very high Ca\(^{2+}\) levels in internal compartments (124, 133). It has been demonstrated that indo 1FF shows a blue shift in the emission spectra and changes in Ca\(^{2+}\) affinity dependent on the concentrations and types of environmental proteins (111). Mag-indo 1, Mag-fura 2 (furaptra), and Mag-fura 5 were produced as indicators to monitor the cytosolic Mg\(^{2+}\) concentration (270, 311). Unlike most Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators, which have low affinity for Mg\(^{2+}\), these indicators display low affinity for Ca\(^{2+}\) but high affinity for Mg\(^{2+}\) (\(K_a\) values for Mg\(^{2+}\) of Mag-indo 1, Mag-fura 2, and Mag-fura 5 are 2.7, 1.9, and 2.3 mM, respectively, which are several times greater than that of fura 2; Refs. 198, 403) (162). The affinity for Ca\(^{2+}\) of these indicators is orders of magnitude lower than indo 1 or fura 2. Mag-fura 2 has been reported as a useful indicator for measuring fast response of [Ca\(^{2+}\)] in stimulated frog skeletal muscle because Mg\(^{2+}\) reaction during electrical stimulation is two to three orders of magnitude slower and smaller than Ca\(^{2+}\) (198, 200). Care must be taken to consider local Mg\(^{2+}\) levels when using some of these indicators, because the potential exists that any observed spectral change in response to [Ca\(^{2+}\)] may be interfered with by a change in [Mg\(^{2+}\)] (157).

5. Fura PE3 and indo PE3

These are derivatives of fura 2 and indo 1, respectively, and their absorption and the emission spectra are almost identical to the original fura 2 and indo 1. However, they are structurally designed to be retained within the cytoplasm much longer than the parent compounds through the addition of a positive charge (415). Some reports have demonstrated that they are more reliable and useful than the original fura 2 and indo 1 because of their lower amount of dye leakage and compartmentalization (159). However, they have a greater tendency to crystallize and precipitate compared with fura 2 and indo 1, which results in a reduction in loading efficiency or dye precipitates in the cell (415). Moreover, fura PE3 may be a little more pH sensitive than fura 2 because of changes in electron-withdrawing effects (415). Although fluores-
cence of fura 2 can be quenched by Mn$^{2+}$, that of fura PE3 is quenched only by Ni$^{2+}$.

6. Bis-fura 2

Bis-fura 2 is also a derivative of fura 2 (271). It was produced by linking two fura fluorophores with one Ca$^{2+}$-binding site. The properties of bis-fura 2 that distinguish it from fura 2 are the following: 1) the emitted fluorescence intensity is about twice that of fura 2, which allows reduction of dye concentration; 2) the $K_d$ is larger than that of fura 2, which expands the measurable [Ca$^{2+}$] range especially in the range above 500 nM of Ca$^{2+}$; and 3) it has more negative charges, which facilitate better dye retention within the cytosol. One of disadvantages of bis-fura 2 is that it has been provided commercially only as a cell-impermeable form that requires invasive loading methods (337).

7. $C_{18}$-fura 2, FFP18, and FIP18

$C_{18}$-fura 2 and FFP18 are relatively novel Ca$^{2+}$ indicators based on fura 2 (105, 106), and FIP18 is based on indo 1. $C_{18}$-fura 2 was synthesized by conjugating fura 2 to a lipophilic alkyl chain. After microinjection, this indicator is located at the inner plasma membrane, which allows estimation of local changes in [Ca$^{2+}$] at sites near the inner plasma membrane. However, the $K_d$ of $C_{18}$-fura 2 is 150 nM, which is too low to detect great change in [Ca$^{2+}$] near the plasma membrane. FFP18 and FIP18 are more recent indicators for measurement of near-membrane [Ca$^{2+}$] (75). The $K_d$ of FFP18 is three times greater than that of $C_{18}$-fura 2, which enables more accurate measurements at higher [Ca$^{2+}$] (75, 106, 415). In addition, it is less lipophilic than $C_{18}$-fura 2, resulting in faster diffusion out of the microinjection pipette into cells (106). FFP18 and FIP18 exist as AM forms, resulting in less invasive and easier incorporation of the indicators into cells (75). The calibration of intracellular indicators loaded as an AM form can be performed using extracellular perfusate containing Ni$^{2+}$, which does not cross the plasma membrane and quenches the indicators in the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane facing the perfusate (75). However, because of relatively dim fluorescence and slow diffusion, it takes a much longer time to obtain adequate fluorescence using either AM forms or microinjection compared with original fura 2 (75, 105). In addition, it is necessary to add Ni$^{2+}$ in the external perfusate to quench fluorescence of the external indicators, which may limit experimental conditions. It has been also reported that all of FFP18 does not always associate only with the plasma membrane but may also associate with the nuclear membrane or membranes of peripheral sarcoplasmic reticulum (106).

8. BTC

N-[3-(2-benzothiazolyl)-6-[2-[(bis(carboxymethyl)-amino)-5-methylphenoxy]ethoxy]-2-oxo-2H-1-benzopyran-7-yl]-N-(carboxymethyl)-glycine (BTC) is also a dual-excitation ratiometric Ca$^{2+}$ indicator (165). The excitation maximum shifts from 464 to 400 nm upon binding Ca$^{2+}$. The higher excitation wavelength compared with that of fura 2 or indo 1 should lower cellular cytotoxicity and autofluorescence when using this probe. Moreover, the $K_d$ is 7.0 µM, which is much greater than that of fura 2 and indo 1. This lower Ca$^{2+}$ affinity enables more accurate measurement of higher levels of [Ca$^{2+}$] (163, 172) and/or analysis of prompt changes in [Ca$^{2+}$] (312). When the AM form of BTC is incorporated into cells such as cultured neurons, it is quickly hydrolyzed in the cytosol and shows little compartmentalization (164). On the other hand, it has been reported that BTC is not suitable for analysis of [Ca$^{2+}$] in muscle fibers during contraction because of delayed response (although it is still better than fura 2), artifacts due to contractile motions, and effects on emission output by changes in interaction between BTC and myoplasmic constituents (437). Because BTC also undergoes photodegradation the same as fura 2 or indo 1, Hyrc et al. (164) have emphasized the necessity of minimizing the light exposure time (164).

C. Visible-Wavelength Excitation Fluorescent Indicators

The visible-wavelength Ca$^{2+}$ indicators have some advantages over UV-based Ca$^{2+}$ indicators: 1) their emissions are in regions of the electromagnetic spectrum where cellular autofluorescence and background scattering are less severe; 2) the cytotoxicity of visible light is less than that of UV; and 3) excitation with visible light enables one to monitor changes in [Ca$^{2+}$] while manipulating the observed change in [Ca$^{2+}$] using UV-sensitive caged compounds (119, 224, 396). Caged compounds are photosensitive chelators of ions or substances such as Ca$^{2+}$ (406, 412), H$^+$ (350), ATP (279), and inositol trisphosphate (IP$_3$) (119). They exist in an inactivate form due to a combination with radicals such as those of the nitrophenyl group. Thus they are “chemically caged.” They are activated (released from their cage) upon illumination (360 nm), which results in the breaking of the bounds between the nitrophenyl group and the substances. In the case of caged Ca$^{2+}$ compounds, the affinity for Ca$^{2+}$ is reduced by irradiation, resulting in release of Ca$^{2+}$ in microseconds to milliseconds (129, 130). Use of these caged compounds requires caution because the caged form of the compound may buffer ions, and they may also quench the fluorescence of Ca$^{2+}$ indicators at low [Ca$^{2+}$] (439).
1. Fluo 3

Fluo 3 is one of the most suitable Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators for CLSM and flow cytometry. Fluo 3 was synthesized from BAPTA by combination with a fluorescein-like structure \((254)\). The absorption and emission peaks of fluo 3 are 506 and 526 nm, respectively. It can be excited with an argon-ion laser at 488 nm, and its emitted fluorescence (at wavelengths >500 nm) increases with increasing [Ca\(^{2+}\)] \((186, 254)\). Fluo 3 is reported to undergo a 40- to 200-fold increase in fluorescence upon binding Ca\(^{2+}\) \((140, 254)\). Because the range of increase in [Ca\(^{2+}\)] in many cells after stimulation is generally 5- to 10-fold, fluo 3 is a good probe to use with high sensitivity in this region. In known in vitro conditions, the \(K_d\) of fluo 3 has been estimated to be 400 nM \((22^\circ C, \text{pH 7.0} - 7.5)\), but this value may be significantly influenced by pH, viscosity, and binding proteins in in vivo conditions \((140)\) (see sects. \(vB\) and \(vG\)). The most important disadvantage of fluo 3 may be the fact that it does not display a shift in its absorption or emission spectra upon binding Ca\(^{2+}\), which makes it impossible to perform ratiometric measurements of [Ca\(^{2+}\)] using just fluo 3. Ratiometric measurements may be made by using either fura red which is a longer wavelength Ca\(^{2+}\) indicator (see below), a Ca\(^{2+}\)-insensitive red fluorescent dye such as rhodamine and Texas red, or seminaphthorhodafluors (SNARF) as long as pH remains constant \((87, 110, 225, 315)\). Although indo 1 is a popular ratiometric Ca\(^{2+}\) indicator that allows ratiometry with the emission intensities at two wavelengths, it has been difficult for many commercial CLSM to use UV excitation required for indo 1. This is gradually becoming less of a problem as UV-based confocal systems and multiphoton approaches are allowing use of UV-excitation probes in confocal situations, but they are still expensive in general. Double-labeled cells co-loaded with fluo 3 and red spectral dye (e.g., fura red) and excited at 488 nm allow the use of visible-light CLSM to evaluate [Ca\(^{2+}\)] via ratiometry. This ratiometric method has made the use of caged compounds much easier and flow cytometry more reliable \((224, 281)\). However, differences between fluo 3 and the other dyes in photobleaching rates, compartmentalization, or responses to changes in intracellular environment might result in the measured changes in the ratio independent of changes in [Ca\(^{2+}\)] (i.e., at constant [Ca\(^{2+}\)]) \((224, 225, 341)\). In addition, when the AM forms are used, the calibration is often troublesome \((110, 344)\). More recently, analogs of fluo 3, fluo 4, and fluo 5N (low affinity for Ca\(^{2+}\)) have been produced.

2. Calcium green

Calcium green, like fluo 3, is also a long-wavelength Ca\(^{2+}\) indicator. The absorption and emission spectra are quite similar to those of fluo 3, but the fluorescence of calcium green-1 at saturated [Ca\(^{2+}\)] is fivefold higher than that of fluo 3. Thus lower concentrations of calcium green-1 can be used to measure resting and stimulated [Ca\(^{2+}\)] accurately \((100)\). Calcium green is classified into three types according to its Ca\(^{2+}\) affinity (the \(K_d\) values are 190 nM, 550 nM, and 14 \(\mu M\)). Although the affinity of calcium green-1 for Ca\(^{2+}\) is much higher than fluo 3 or calcium green-2, calcium green-5N has low affinity for Ca\(^{2+}\) so that it is useful for measurement of rapid changes in [Ca\(^{2+}\)] or small changes in [Ca\(^{2+}\)] at lower [Ca\(^{2+}\)] \((104)\).

Calcium green-2 presents greatest maximum fluorescence \((F_{\text{max}})\)-to-minimum fluorescence \((F_{\text{min}})\) ratio in the calcium green group \((116)\). Calcium green has been also used for ratiometric measurements by dual loading with other dyes \((62, 285, 368, 369)\).

3. Oregon green BAPTA

Oregon green BAPTA is a relatively new Ca\(^{2+}\) indicator based on BAPTA. Because the excitation peak is slightly blue-shifted compared with some of the fluorescein derivatives (e.g., calcium green), Oregon green BAPTA is more efficiently excited at 488 nm \((40, 85)\). In addition, it has been reported that Oregon green provides greater photostability and less pH sensitivity in the physiological pH range than fluorescein \((pK_a\) values of Oregon green and fluorescein are 4.7 and 6.4, respectively) \((381, 414)\). In some types of cells (e.g., BHK cells and rat hepatocytes that we have investigated), the fluorescence of Oregon green BAPTA in the cytosol shows a rapid decrease, partially due to excretion by the plasma membrane anion transport system compared with calcium green or fluo 4 (Fig. 3) (see sect. \(vG\)).

4. Calcium orange and calcium crimson

Calcium orange and calcium crimson are Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators based on tetramethylrhodamine and Texas red, respectively. The absorption and emission spectra are similar to the rhodamine and Texas red (absorption and emission peaks of calcium orange are 549 and 576 nm, respectively, and those of calcium crimson are 500 and 615 nm, respectively) \((100)\), which enables dual-staining with blue or green fluorescent probes. Their \(K_d\) values are both 185 nM based on in vitro steady-state fluorescence intensity measurements, which are smaller than other visible-wavelength excitation indicators. However, they have attracted a great deal of attention because quantitative estimates of Ca\(^{2+}\) over a large range of [Ca\(^{2+}\)] can be provided with these probes using time-resolved fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (TRFLM) \((152, 208)\) (see sect. \(vIA\)).

5. Fura red

Fura red is structurally and chemically similar to fura 2. However, the excitation/emission spectra are shifted to
the red, which eliminates interference from autofluorescence in most cells. Like fura 2, fura red offers ratiometric \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) measurement by excitation at 420 and 480 nm (emission range is wavelength longer than 550 nm) (206). When excited at a long wavelength such as 488 nm, fura red exhibits a decrease in emission upon \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) binding. With the use of this property, simultaneous labeling with fura red and fluo 3 has been used for ratiometric measurements of \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) (86, 87, 110, 225, 371). Because the emitted fluorescence of fura red is much dimmer than that of fluo 3 (the fluorescence quantum efficiency is only 0.013 in the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)-free form; Ref. 186) and fura red is one of the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicators having the highest affinity for \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) (\(K_d\) is 140 nM at pH 7.2, 22°C), the intracellular (and hence loading) concentrations have to be two or three times of that of fluo 3 (225, 344), which may result in \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) buffering, limitation of measurable \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) range, and a requirement for higher excitation intensities (110).

6. Rhod 2

Rhod 2 is a rhodamine-based \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicator produced by Tsien and co-workers (254). Recently, this indicator has been used for measurement of mitochondrial \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) in various kinds of cells (14, 160, 360, 398). Because the mitochondria exhibits a large potential difference (inside negative) across its membrane, the AM form of rhod 2, which is a multivalent cation, is effectively accumulated, hydrolyzed, and trapped in mitochondria as is the case with rhodamine-123 or tetramethylrhodamine methyl ester (TMRM) (177, 178, 219). It has been shown that by modulating the loading condition (e.g., temperature, time, preloading), rhod 2 can be selectively accumulated in the mitochondria of certain cells (398) and that the fluorescence of rhod 2 faithfully reports mitochondrial \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) (14, 160, 360). Because the excitation/emission spectra of rhod 2 is shifted to the red compared with \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicators based on fluorescein, rhod 2 enables the measurement of both cytosolic and mitochondrial \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) in a single cell in combination with shorter wavelength \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicators (14, 179). In addition, rhod 2 is often used for in situ measurement of \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) of brain cells (256, 388, 389). This may be partially due to the fact that the excitation/emission range of rhod 2 is long enough to reduce contamination of the observed emitted fluorescence by intrinsic autofluorescence signals (228). Moreover, it has been reported that rhod 2 penetrates deeper into brain slices and stains tissues more homogeneously than fluo 3 and that there is less fluorescence from damaged cells on the edge of the brain slice (203).

7. Dextran conjugates

For several fluorescent indicators, compartmentalization is a severe problem. One of the most effective techniques to decrease compartmentalization is to link
the indicator to a dextran, which is a hydrophilic polysaccharide of >10,000 molecular weight. The conjugates of the indicator and dextran cannot cross the plasma membrane and require some invasive techniques for introduction into the cells (e.g., microinjection or scrape-loading). Once inside the cell, the indicator-dextran conjugate is retained in the cytosol and provides more precise estimation into the cells (e.g., microinjection or scrape-loading).

8. Calcium green C18 and Fura-indoline-C18

These are lipophilic Ca2+ indicator conjugates based on calcium green-1 and Fura red-like C18-fura 2. They also locate in the plasma membrane and indicate the changes in [Ca2+] near the plasma membrane (231). However, calcium green C18 has a high negative charge, which aligns indicators in the plasma membrane in the outward orientation. It has been reported that ~90% of calcium green C18 is located in the plasma membrane of osteoblasts after loading with 5 μM calcium green C18 for 10 min at 37°C and that it is useful for monitoring Ca2+ efflux via the plasma membrane (231).

III. BIOLUMINESCENT CALCIUM INDICATORS

A. Ca2+-Binding Photoproteins

Bioluminescence is the production of light by biological organisms. Several Ca2+-binding photoproteins have been described, e.g., aequorin, obelin, mitrocomin, and clytin, and some of them have been used to measure [Ca2+] (351, 407). Because these photoproteins emit visible bioluminescence by an intramolecular reaction in the presence of Ca2+, they offer simplicity in terms of required instrumentation and are not affected by photo bleaching due to excitation illumination. The most serious problems with these probes have been the methods required for loading and detection of the bioluminescence and calibration. For example, each aequorin molecule gives off only one photon when it binds to Ca2+; therefore, the bioluminescence observed is not always of sufficient intensity for detection, sometimes necessitating complicated detection systems (34, 131).

1. Obelin

Obelin is a Ca2+-activated photoprotein extracted from the hydroid Obelia geniculata (12, 54). When obelin binds to at least three molecules of Ca2+, it emits bioluminescence (261). The onset of the luminescence after binding the photoprotein to Ca2+ is much faster than that of aequorin (3 ms by obelin vs. 10 ms by aequorin), which makes it more useful for experiments requiring high temporal resolution (377). However, the disadvantage of obelin is that it shows much less Ca2+ sensitivity than aequorin, especially at [Ca2+] <10−5.5 M (261).

2. Aequorin

Aequorin, isolated from the jellyfish Aequorea victoria (353, 355), is the most popular bioluminescent Ca2+ indicator. Since Ridgway and Ashley (314) recorded Ca2+ transients in the giant barnacle muscle fiber with aequorin in 1967, it has been used widely as a Ca2+ indicator. The aequorin complex consists of apoaequorin protein of molecular mass 21,000 Da, the luminophore coelenterazine, and molecular oxygen (168, 355). Aequorin contains three Ca2+-binding sites and becomes luminescent when Ca2+ binds to at least two of these sites. When Ca2+ binds to aequorin, the molecular oxygen in aequorin is released, and the coelenterazine is oxidized to coelenteramide, resulting in the emission of blue light (465 nm). Aequorin can be regenerated from apoaequorin and coelenterazine in the presence of oxygen (352, 354). The emitted luminescence increases monotonically as [Ca2+] increases between 10−7 and 10−4 M, and the normalized intensity (I/Lmax) varies in proportion to approximately [Ca2+]2.5 when [Ca2+] is near 10−6 M (5, 34). This can sometimes result in overestimation of [Ca2+] at higher [Ca2+] levels if the [Ca2+] is not homogeneously distributed throughout the cells. With the use of this feature, the existence of two high [Ca2+] compartments has been demonstrated in vascular smooth muscle cells loaded with aequorin and fura PE3 (1). Note, however, that the cytosolic resting [Ca2+] in some cells is unfortunately quite close to the limit of the measurable [Ca2+] range of original aequorin. Magnesium depresses the Ca2+ sensitivity of aequorin, but pH does not affect the sensitivity of aequorin for Ca2+ in the physiological pH range (pH 6.6–7.4). It is thought that the distribution of the loaded aequorin is limited to the cytosol and that it does not get into organelles. Since the late 1980s, the usefulness of aequorin has been enhanced by some technological developments. Several kinds of homogeneous recombinant aequorin have been produced from recombinant apoaequorins and coelenterazine (168, 169). In addition, various kinds of semisynthetic aequorins have been produced by replacing the coelenterazine moiety with several analogs of coelenterazine, which has provided a wide range of Ca2+ sensitivity (355, 356).

3. Specifically targeted recombinant aequorin

This method has made aequorin a quite useful probe for measuring [Ca2+] within organelles. Rizzuto and coworkers (322, 323, 325, 332) fused the cDNA for aequorin
in frame with that encoding a mitochondrial presequence. The hybrid cDNA was transfected into cells, and stable clones expressing mitochondrially targeted aequorin were successfully obtained. This method offers the ability to monitor Ca$^{2+}$ homeostasis in specific organelles of intact cells. The targeting strategy has been widely used with various kinds of presequences to monitor [Ca$^{2+}$] in subcellular constituents such as nucleus (16–18, 47, 48), sarcoplasmic reticulum (313, 326), endoplasmic reticulum (7, 51, 191, 264, 326), Golgi apparatus (304), secretory granules (307), mitochondria (322–325, 332), gap junction (115), and cytosol (16, 46, 197). The important advantages of using targeted recombinant aequorin are that the cells remain intact under physiological conditions and the recorded signal of aequorin luminescence reports on [Ca$^{2+}$] in only the organelle to which it was targeted. Although [Ca$^{2+}$] of various subcellular compartments was successfully monitored using targeted aequorin, measurements of [Ca$^{2+}$] in high [Ca$^{2+}$] domains such as sarcoplasmic reticulum or endoplasmic reticulum were more difficult because of rapid consumption of aequorin (45). Recently, it has been reported that low Ca$^{2+}$ affinity aequorin reconstituted with synthetic coelenterazine (356) provides a lower rate of aequorin consumption and allows reliable monitoring of [Ca$^{2+}$] in high [Ca$^{2+}$] compartments for longer experimental periods (22, 229, 263, 326).

B. Green Fluorescent Protein-Based Ca$^{2+}$ Indicators

Green fluorescent proteins (GFP) are photosensitive proteins synthesized by the jellyfish _Aequorea victoria_. These proteins absorb the blue luminescent emission of aequorin and give off green fluorescence in _A. victoria_ (308). The cloning of GFP and ability to fuse its DNA to that of cellular constituents has led to the use of GFP as markers of gene expression and protein localization in living organisms (61, 170). Green fluorescent proteins have become one of the most popular and exciting new technologies in cell biological experiments. Recently, some groups have successfully synthesized Ca$^{2+}$ indicators using GFP.

1. Chameleons

Miyawaki et al. (259) have expressed GFP-based Ca$^{2+}$ indicators (called “chameleons”) in the cytosol and endoplasmic reticulum of intact HeLa cells. They consist of two GFP mutants emitting fluorescence at different wavelengths: the Ca$^{2+}$-sensitive protein calmodulin and M13, which is the 26-residue calmodulin-binding peptide of myosin light-chain kinase. The hybrid protein (calmodulin-M13 complex) bridges the two GFP mutants. When Ca$^{2+}$ binds to the calmodulin in this complex, the hybrid protein changes the conformation of the complex, resulting in decrease in the distance between the two GFP mutants and an increase in fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). Tsien (404) demonstrated two combinations of donor and acceptor GFP mutants, blue fluorescent protein (BFP)-GFP and cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) yellow fluorescent protein (YFP). Their excitation wavelength and emission ratio are 380–510/445 and 440–535/480 nm, respectively. Among the various types of chameleons they synthesized, chameleon-1/E104Q which has BFP and GFP, shows a monophasic response to [Ca$^{2+}$] in the range of 10$^{-7}$ to 10$^{-4}$ M. By changing the two GFP mutants from BFP and GFP to enhanced CFP and YFP, the brightness, signal-to-noise ratio, and duration of recording were improved (yellow chameleon-2). However, neither chameleon-1 (yellow) nor chameleon-2 demonstrated large changes in ratio (both R$_{max}$/R$_{min}$ are <2, which is much less than most chemical fluorescent Ca$^{2+}$ indicators).

2. FIP-CB$_{SM}$ and FIP-CA

Different GFP-based Ca$^{2+}$ indicators, fluorescent indicator proteins (FIP), have been synthesized by Romoser and Persechini and co-workers (299, 330). Their synthesized GFP complex, FIP-CB$_{SM}$, contains an amino acid linker that includes the calmodulin-binding sequence from smooth muscle myosin light-chain kinase and two GFP mutants (BFP and red-shifted GFP, Ref. 77) (330). They also monitored [Ca$^{2+}$] of cytosol and nucleus with microinjected FIP-CB$_{SM}$ by using the emitted intensity at 505 nm or the emitted ratio at 505/440 nm (380-nm excitation). However, unlike Miyawaki’s indicator, their indicator displayed a decrease in FRET upon Ca$^{2+}$ binding. When (Ca$^{2+}$)$_4$-calmodulin complex is bound to FIP-CB$_{SM}$ (K$_d$ 0.4 nM), it alters the structure, resulting in an increase in the distance between two GFP mutants (from ~25 to ~65 Å). According to their report, the range of sensitivity is between <50 nM to 1 μM Ca$^{2+}$, and F$_{max}$/F$_{min}$ (at 505 nm) and R$_{max}$/R$_{min}$ (at 505/440 nm) are ~1.54 and 5.7, respectively. However, because FIP-CB$_{SM}$ is an indicator of (Ca$^{2+}$)$_4$-calmodulin complex, its Ca$^{2+}$-measuring capabilities may be limited by the calmodulin concentration in the cell. They also produced another Ca$^{2+}$ indicator by fusion of FIP-CB$_{SM}$ to an engineered calmodulin in which the NH$_2$- and COOH-terminal EF hand pairs are exchanged and the calmodulin-binding sequence of FIP-CB$_{SM}$ is modified (299). This new FIP-CA series reported [Ca$^{2+}$] directly. The fluorescence intensity of the acceptor’s emission peak (505 nm) decreased substantially when Ca$^{2+}$ was bound. They reported that the K$_d$ values for Ca$^{2+}$ of FIP-CA$_{3}$ and FIP-CA$_{9}$ are 100 and 280 nM, respectively, in the presence of 0.5 mM Mg$^{2+}$. Their F$_{max}$/F$_{min}$ (at 505 nm) and R$_{max}$/R$_{min}$ (at 440/505 nm) are ~1.4 and 1.7, respectively.
3. Advantages and disadvantages

These GFP-based Ca$^{2+}$ indicators have some advantages over chemical fluorescent probes or aequorin. Compared with aequorin, 1) they can provide ratiometric [Ca$^{2+}$] measurements; 2) the Ca$^{2+}$-dependent fluorescence response is reversible and requires no specific cofactors; and 3) relatively bright fluorescence allows simplified photon-detection systems and comparatively high temporal resolution. Compared with chemical fluorescent probes, 4) the sensitivity or Ca$^{2+}$-binding kinetics are independent of the concentration of the indicators; 5) if they are incorporated into cells by microinjection, they are retained in the microinjected compartments (e.g., cytosol or nucleus) in the cell; and 6) they can be precisely expressed in targeted intracellular components. Although rhod 2 can be localized well in some types of cells, it is difficult for most of the chemical fluorescent indicators to localize precisely only in the target organelle including endoplasmic reticulum and nucleus. The new GFP-based indicators have the potential to overcome these drawbacks of the chemical indicators and recombinant aequorin.

On the minus side, the GFP-based Ca$^{2+}$ indicators have some disadvantages. One disadvantage is the small dynamic range of their fluorescence intensity or their ratio. As described above, most of their $R_{\text{max}}/R_{\text{min}}$ values are <2, whereas those of fura 2 and indo 1 are ~20 and $F_{\text{max}}/F_{\text{min}}$ of fluo 3 is >100. In addition, because of the spectral properties of donor and acceptor, the ratio of baseline fluorescence is not always zero even in the absence of FRET, which makes it more difficult to detect small changes in the ratio. Another potential disadvantage is that the fluorescence of GFP is partially pH sensitive (especially YFP) (196, 230, 247, 297, 395, 404, 420). The absorption and emission spectra of certain mutants of GFP have recently been found to be pH sensitive (297, 395, 419-421) (Fig. 4). It is thought that changes in the absorption and emission spectra are reversible in the physiological pH range and that they are due to changes in the degree of protonation/deprotonation of the GFP molecule, because native GFP are conformationally extremely stable (148, 419). Recently, it has been reported that GFP can serve as a pH indicator in neutral and acidic ranges (196). Indeed, Llopis et al. (230) have demonstrated that pH in cytosol and intracellular components in intact cells can be evaluated using GFP and YFP. They have shown that YFP is more suitable for cytosolic and mitochondrial pH measurements because YFP is more sensitive to change in pH near physiological levels ($pK_a$ 7.1). Romoser et al. (330) also have mentioned the pH sensitivity of FIP-CA. Although the their $K_d$ values for Ca$^{2+}$ and the kinetics of reconformation are quite stable against the changes in pH, the fluorescence ratios are influenced by pH (especially in low [Ca$^{2+}$] range) due to differences in pH sensitivity of the two GFP mutants.

IV. DYE-LOADING PROCEDURES

A. Ester Loading

Most chemical fluorescent indicators are cell impermeant. A few limited plant cells can be loaded directly with Ca$^{2+}$ indicators (50). To load most cells with these indicators, however, it is necessary to adopt special invasive or biochemical techniques. Many of the fluorescent Ca$^{2+}$ indicators are derivatized with an AM that is cell permeable (402, 405). Unlike the original active form, the AM form of the indicator can passively diffuse across cell membranes, and once inside the cell, esterases cleave the AM have low aqueous solubility, some dispersing agents such as Pluronic F-127 or Cremophor EL (290, 338) are often used to facilitate cell loading. Pluronic F-127 is a nonionic dispersing agent that helps solubilize large dye molecules in physiological media (70, 218, 287, 306). If long loading times are required, 1 mg/ml BSA or 1–5% FCS should be added to the loading solution to maintain proper osmolality. However, FCS sometimes contains...
nonspecific esterases and causes hydrolysis of the AM before entering the cell. In addition to the comparative ease of incorporating these dyes into cultured and/or isolated cells, ester loading methods have also allowed loading of indicators into whole organs (e.g., isolated whole heart) while maintaining physiological conditions (136, 217, 251, 357, 372). On the other hand, AM loading has various problems including compartmentalization and incomplete hydrolysis (see sect. vi, D and E).

B. Microinjection

The chemical fluorescent Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators are not always provided as the cell-permeable ester form. Moreover, some dextran conjugates and photoproteins are too large to permeate the plasma membrane. To load cells with these indicators, certain special techniques are required. Calcium indicators can be dissolved in a cytosolic-like solution and filled in a glass micropipette (34, 103). The micropipette is inserted into the cell, and the indicator is then injected into the cell intermittently (i.e., by N\(_2\) gas). The advantage of this method is that it is possible to load the charged form of the indicator directly into the cytosol with certainty. However, this method is invasive and requires specialized instruments and practice. In addition, the number of cells that can be loaded with probes is limited (i.e., the best microinjectors can only load \(\sim 100\) cells/h) relative to AM loading, and it is problematic to load specific cells in a tissue section.

C. Diffusion From Patch-Clamp Pipettes

Although microinjection works well with large cells, microinjection sometimes torments smaller cells by impaling them with the injection needle. For small cells (e.g., mast cells, adrenal chromaffin cells), some dyes have been often loaded via patch pipettes (6, 273, 285). This method has also been used for measurements of [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) in excitable cells (e.g., neurons, heart muscle cells) because it allows measurement of [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) and control of the membrane potential at the same time (21, 57, 387, 391). In addition to the possibility of simultaneous whole cell recording of membrane currents, pipette loading supplies Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators continuously and prevents decrease of intracellular dye concentration by dye leakage (268). Whereas indicators are put into the cell by positive external force in the microinjection method, they are loaded in the cell by diffusion in the patch pipette method. Accordingly, the rate that the indicators reach the steady state in the cytosol is dependent on the electric resistance within the pipette tip and the viscosity of the loading solution. The pipette loading procedure may result in cell dialysis and sometimes limit cell survival. Another limitation of this method is that few cells (but not always a single cell) can be loaded with the dye at the same time (390).

D. Chemical Loading Technique (Low Ca\(^{2+}\) Loading) and Macroinjection

The methods described below were developed to load indicators into a large number of cells in a tissue or organ. Because microinjection-based loading technique would require 50–100 times as many cells to be injected to obtain a satisfactory response with aequorin, microinjection is not a suitable way of loading aequorin into tissues or organs. Therefore, macroinjection, using a bigger pipette, enables the loading of dye into many cells at once. Macroinjection requires some other additional chemical treatments. The tissue is at first exposed to low-Ca\(^{2+}\) perfusate to cause a transient increase in plasma membrane permeability (266, 267), then the indicator-containing solution is pressure-injected into the tissue via a glass pipette. Finally, [Ca\(^{2+}\)] of the perfusate is increased gradually to the normal range (192, 193). In this manner, a number of heart muscle cells surrounding the injected area in myocardium or isolated papillary muscle are also loaded with aequorin (192, 266). Although the macroinjection is easier than the microinjection, its reliability may be less.

E. Diffusion Through Gap Junction

This technique is to load Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators presumably through momentarily permeable gap junction sites (366). In a report by Lakatta’s group (366), rat heart was retrogradely perfused with a low-Ca\(^{2+}\) solution containing collagenase and protease and then mechanically dissociated into single cells in a buffer solution containing indo 1 salt. It has been thought that during the exposure of enzymatic digestion, some gap junction sites retain their permeability, in part, to the external solutions, allowing indo 1 to diffuse into the cytosol through the gap junction (366). This approach also allows loading of Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators into numerous cells with little difficulty. However, there is a wide variation in the loaded dye concentration, necessitating careful calibration and estimation of [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\).

F. ATP-Induced Permeabilization

External ATP elicits various responses in numerous cells. In some cell types [e.g., hepatocytes (63), mast cells (72), polymorphonuclear leukocytes (26), and some transformed cells (149, 195, 376)], extracellular ATP induces cation flux and increases the permeability of the plasma membrane via the ATP\(^{4-}\) receptor. The ATP\(^{4-}\)-induced permeabilization has been used to load various dyes
(<900 Da), including Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators into mouse macrophage and transformed macrophage-like cell lines (374, 375). Magnesium is added to inhibit ATP\(^{4-}\) permeabilization activity, providing a way to control the extent of cell loading. One limit of this method is the cell specificity of ATP-induced permeabilization. For example, although some transformed cell lines (e.g., Chinese hamster ovary cells, mouse fibroblasts, mouse melanoma cells, rat kidney cells) exhibit this ATP sensitivity, their nontransformed counterparts do not (149, 195).

G. Hyposmotic Shock Treatment

Hyposmotic shock treatment (HOST) was developed for incorporation of aequorin into various types of cells (including cultured and/or freshly isolated cells) (38, 39). Cells are first washed several times with cold Ca\(^{2+}\)-free solution to remove superficial Ca\(^{2+}\) that would consume much of the aequorin. Cells are then transferred to a tube containing a hyposmotic solution with aequorin for 2–5 min. During exposure of cells to the hyposmotic solution, the plasma membrane becomes permeable to the indicator, which can enter the cell (38). Although HOST allows incorporation of dyes into cells in high efficiency, hyposmotic shock may cause loss of cell viability and functional integrity.

H. Gravity Loading

When cells in suspension are used, the gravity-loading technique may be the easiest available to load aequorin (37). Cells are washed in cold Ca\(^{2+}\)-free solution three times and centrifuged at 50 g for 2 min between each wash. Then cells are incubated with aequorin for 10 min at 4°C, followed by centrifugation at 200 g for 30 s. The exact mechanism of dye loading is unknown, but it may be due to elevation of [Ca\(^{2+}\)] during centrifugation (37). The efficiency of incorporation of aequorin using this manner has been reported as only 30% of that by HOST and as almost the same as scrape loading (37).

I. Scrape Loading

Scrape loading is used to load cultured cells with macromolecules (245). Cells are cultured on a culture dish and are scraped from the plate in buffer containing the indicator to be loaded. The cells are then washed several times and replaced on dishes and cultured. The scraping is thought to rip holes in the plasma membrane at areas of cell adhesion to its substrate. With the use of this method, cell-impermeable fluorescent indicators or labeled macromolecules can be loaded in cells at high levels (101, 120, 245). McNeil (244), who pioneered the scrape-loading technique, has also developed modifications of the method (e.g., scratch loading and bead loading). One of the disadvantages to this approach is the difficulty of loading dyes into freshly isolated cells because they are not attached as monolayers.

J. Lipotransfer Delivery Method

Indicator is delivered into cells by fusion of 40- to 50-nm membrane-permeant cationic liposomes containing the various types of dyes (20, 134). The delivery efficiency of liposomes is determined by the type of cationic reagent employed, the cell type, and culture conditions. Dye delivery by liposomes can also result in the delivery of exogenous lipid to cells that may alter its properties.

K. Fused Cell Hybrids

This method has been used to load photoproteins by fusing cells and human erythrocyte “ghosts” containing the photoprotein in a medium containing Sendai virus (56, 135). Human erythrocyte ghosts are prepared by suspension in a medium diluted 1:1 with water for 10 min at 0°C. After centrifugation, the swollen cells are resuspended in Chelex-treated TES solution with the photoproteins. The cells can be loaded with the photoprotein by fusion with the ghosts in a fusion medium with UV-inactivated Sendai virus.

L. Endocytosis and Retrograde Uptake

Recently, some loading techniques have been developed to monitor organelle pH (lysosome, Golgi network) using endocytosis and retrograde uptake of pH indicators (79, 286). These loading techniques may be applied for other ion indicators.

V. CALIBRATION AND ESTIMATION OF CALCIUM INDICATORS

For quantitative evaluation of [Ca\(^{2+}\)] from fluorescence intensity measurements, calibration must be undertaken. It is especially important to remember that the \(K_d\) of Ca\(^{2+}\) for the fluorescent probe can be drastically affected by probe-environmental conditions. Thus it is important to estimate the \(K_d\) under the experimental conditions. There are two kinds of the calibration: in vitro calibration and in vivo (in situ) calibration.

A. In Vitro Calibration

Calcium concentration is related to the measured fluorescence intensity by
[\text{Ca}^{2+}] = K_d \times (F - F_{\text{min}})/(F_{\text{max}} - F) \\
(\text{single-wavelength measurement}) \quad (1)

or

[\text{Ca}^{2+}] = \beta \times K_d \times (R - R_{\text{min}})/(R_{\text{max}} - R) \\
(\text{ratiometric measurement}) \quad (2)

where \(F\) and \(R\) are the experimentally measured fluorescence intensities and the ratio of these intensities, respectively; \(F_{\text{min}}\) and \(R_{\text{min}}\) are the measured fluorescence intensity and ratio in the absence of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\), respectively; \(F_{\text{max}}\) and \(R_{\text{max}}\) are measured fluorescence intensity and ratio of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)-saturated dye, respectively; \(\beta\) is the ratio of the fluorescence intensities at the wavelength chosen for the denominator of \(R\) (e.g., 480-nm emission for indo 1 and fluorescence intensities at the wavelength chosen for the denominator of \(R\) (e.g., 480-nm emission for indo 1 and 380-nm excitation for fura 2) in zero and saturating \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\); and \(K_d\) is the dissociation constant of the indicator for \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) (127).

Calibration curves are obtained by using a \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)-buffering solution containing the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicator in an active (nonester) form. \(\text{EGTA-Ca}^{2+}\) buffer solutions are the most popular for the calibration of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicators. A series of calibration solutions containing various \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) are made by mixing two solutions (solution \(A\) containing 10 mM \(\text{EGTA}\) and solution \(B\) containing 10 mM \(\text{Ca-EGTA}\)) in various ratios. Both solutions contain the same concentrations of \(K^+\) (100–140 mM), buffers (MOPS, HEPES, and so on), and other ions if necessary, and they are adjusted to the same \(pH\) and the same temperature. The \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) of the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)-buffering solution can be estimated by the ratio of the experimentally measured fluorescence intensities and the ratio of these intensities, and the \(K_d\) of \(\text{EGTA-Ca}^{2+}\) can be practically obtained 10-fold by MOPS buffer (100 mM KCl and 100 mM K-MOPS).

1) Twenty milliliters of solution \(A\) (\(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) free) containing 100 mM KCl, 10 mM K-MOPS, 10 mM \(\text{K}_2\text{H}_2\text{EGTA}\), and the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicator at 1–5 \(\mu\)M are adjusted to \(pH\) 7.2 by KOH and divided into two 10-ml aliquots.

2) One milliliter of a 1 mM \(\text{CaCl}_2\) solution is diluted 10-fold by MOPS buffer (100 mM KCl and 100 mM K-MOPS).

3) Five-microliter aliquots of the 0.1 mM \(\text{CaCl}_2\) solution are added to 10 ml of the 1 mM \(\text{EGTA}\) gradually while monitoring the \(pH\). \(\text{CaCl}_2\) addition will cause the \(pH\) to decrease and eventually stabilize.

4) Note the volume of 0.1 mM \(\text{CaCl}_2\) required to attain stable \(pH\).

5) Solution \(B\) (\(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)-saturating solution) should be prepared by adding the volume determined from process 4 of 1 mM \(\text{CaCl}_2\) to 10 ml of solution \(A\), and the \(pH\) is adjusted 7.2 with KOH.

6) Make up 11 solutions by mixing solution \(A\) and solution \(B\) at various ratios (0–100%, 10% step). Concentrations of free \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) in each solution can be calculated by the following equation and knowledge of the \(K_d\) of \(\text{EGTA for Ca}^{2+}\)

\[\text{[Free Ca}^{2+}] = K_d \times [\text{Ca-EGTA complex}]/[\text{free EGTA}] \quad (3)\]

Because free \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) concentration is \(\approx 10^6\) times smaller than total \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) concentration, \(\text{Ca-EGTA complex}\) and free \(\text{EGTA}\) can be approximated to total \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) concentration, which can be represented as the concentration of solution \(B\). Free \(\text{EGTA}\) concentration can be practically shown by the concentration of solution \(A\). Therefore, Equation 3 can be altered to the following

\[\text{[Free Ca}^{2+}] = K_d \times [\text{solution } B]/[\text{solution } A] \quad (4)\]

Consequently, because the \(K_d\) of \(\text{EGTA for Ca}^{2+}\) can be influenced by temperature, \(pH\), ion strength, and concentrations of other heavy metal ions (107, 126, 138, 243), it is necessary to estimate the precise \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) of the buffering solution as a function of its specific contents before the calibration of the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicator.

B. In Vivo Calibration

It is known that the \(K_d\) of most \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicators estimated using in vitro calibration is not the same as the actual \(K_d\) in the cell. This discrepancy is dependent on a fact that the \(K_d\) of the cell contained \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicator is affected by the temperature, \(pH\), viscosity, ionic strength, and other intracellular constituents (100, 112, 166, 199, 213, 214, 435) (see sect. viE). Thus the \(K_d\) measured inside one type of cell may not be valid for other cells. In addition, intracellular environments also affect spectral properties of some \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicators. It has been demonstrated that indo 1 and fura 2 exhibit different emission/absorption spectra in intracellular environments compared with buffers (19, 161, 288). The discrepancy may be caused in part by the absorption/scattering by intracellular constituents (288) and changes in the polarity (288, 289) and/or the viscosity (111, 362) of the environment. In addition, unless all of the AM are fully hydrolyzed, fluorescence from any residual AM may affect the amount of fluorescence observed from cells and hence the accuracy of quantitation (287). Because unhydrolyzed forms of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicators are \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) insensitive, measurement of their fluorescent signal may lead to an underestimation of...
[Ca\(^{2+}\)]. Therefore, it is better to calibrate the fluorescence intensity of the Ca\(^{2+}\) indicator in vivo if possible.

Nonfluorescent Ca\(^{2+}\) ionophores such as ionomycin and 4-bromo-A-23187 have been used to bring extracellular and intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) levels close together (76, 227). With the use of EGTA-Ca\(^{2+}\)-buffered solutions containing these reagents at low concentration, in vivo calibration curves of Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators can be obtained (426, 427). However, these reagents are not without problems. 1) Although Ca\(^{2+}\) ionophores at high concentration increase the permeability of not only the plasma membrane but also membranes of intracellular organelles (309, 427), it is difficult to equilibrate Ca\(^{2+}\) levels throughout all organelles. 2) It is difficult for some Ca\(^{2+}\) ionophores to increase [Ca\(^{2+}\)], high enough to saturate some of the low-affinity Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators. 3) For some types of cells (e.g., heart muscle cells), elevation of [Ca\(^{2+}\)] by Ca\(^{2+}\) ionophores causes changes in the shapes and volume of cells. As a result, intracellular dye concentrations or the fluorescence ratios may be altered. Depletion of ATP and glucose or addition of carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone and rotenone is sometimes effective to avoid hypercontraction (222, 361). When the plasma membrane of cells is not easily permeabilized by these Ca\(^{2+}\) ionophores, nonionic detergents such as digitonin or Triton X-100 sometimes are used instead of Ca\(^{2+}\) ionophores (186) (see sect. vD).

Another well-used in vivo calibration method is based on microinjection or intracellular dialysis with buffered solution (6, 422). Instead of equilibrating [Ca\(^{2+}\)], by ionophores, [Ca\(^{2+}\)] is controlled by buffered solutions with various [Ca\(^{2+}\)] (different EGTA/Ca\(^{2+}\)/EGTA proportions) via micropipettes or microinjection needles. The R\(_{\text{max}}\), R\(_{\text{min}}\) and a third ratio to calculate K\(_d\) are evaluated when the intracellular dialysis is satisfyingly performed and the fluorescence ratio becomes steady (6). In the case of microinjection, the buffered solution is repeatedly given until no further change in the ratio is obtained (422). The calibration curve is obtained from mean values of numerous cells because it is hard to perform complete calibration in single cells. One of the disadvantages of this method is that the intracellular environment (e.g., viscosity, osmolarity, ionic strength, relative concentrations of intracellular proteins) will change after the injection or dialysis with buffered solutions (422). Another problem is that this technique cannot be used for calibration of nonratiometric indicators because the dye concentration may be changed by intracellular dialysis.

When cells are loaded with the AM form of Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators, compartmentalization and incomplete hydrolyzation are often found. These forms are insensitive to cytosolic [Ca\(^{2+}\)] and should be subtracted from the whole fluorescence from the cells. Several Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators (e.g., indo 1, fura 2, fluo 3, and rhod 2) easily bind to Mn\(^{2+}\), but they emit little when they are bound to Mn\(^{2+}\) (Mn\(^{2+}\) quenching). Accordingly, the interference by the fluorescence that is insensitive to cytosolic [Ca\(^{2+}\)] can be estimated if [Ca\(^{2+}\)] of the compartment is kept constant during the experiments (143).

C. Estimation of Fluorescence Intensity

As discussed in Equations 1 and 2, [Ca\(^{2+}\)] can be estimated from measurements of the Ca\(^{2+}\) indicator fluorescence at minimal and maximal [Ca\(^{2+}\)]. In the case of ratiometric measurements, R\(_{\text{max}}\) and R\(_{\text{min}}\) can be obtained by using low concentrations of Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators because the ratio is theoretically independent of the dye concentration. In the case of single-wavelength measurements, however, F\(_{\text{max}}\) and F\(_{\text{min}}\) cannot be obtained unless the dye concentration is precisely estimated or in vivo calibration is performed in the same cell. Recently, estimation of fluorescence intensity of such nonratiometric Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators has been often reported not as [Ca\(^{2+}\)], but as the pseudoratio (∆F/F) indicated by the following formula

\[
\frac{\Delta F}{F} = \frac{F - F_{\text{base}}}{F_{\text{base}} - B}
\]

where F is the measured fluorescence intensity of the Ca\(^{2+}\) indicator, F\(_{\text{base}}\) is the fluorescence intensity of the Ca\(^{2+}\) indicator in the cell before stimulation, and B is the background signal determined from the average of areas adjacent to the cell (64, 226, 275, 383). Apart from dye saturation, ∆F/F is thought to approximately reflect [Ca\(^{2+}\)] if there is no change in dye concentration, intracellular environment, or path length (383).

D. Aequorin

The bioluminescence of aequorin is usually shown as a fraction, L/L\(_{\text{max}}\), where L represents the measured light intensity and L\(_{\text{max}}\) is the measured peak light intensity in saturating [Ca\(^{2+}\)]. It has been found that at 10\(^{-6}\) M Ca\(^{2+}\), the luminescence intensity of aequorin is proportional to approximately [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(^2\) (5, 34). The L\(_{\text{max}}\) value is evaluated from the total luminescence of loaded aequorin, which can be released from the cell with Triton X-100 after completion of the experiments, in saturated [Ca\(^{2+}\)] at 21°C (4). This procedure may be unnecessary if the volume of loaded aequorin can be estimated accurately (i.e., microinjection). As mentioned previously, however, aequorin is consumed when it is bound to Ca\(^{2+}\) during the experiments. The L\(_{\text{max}}\) value should be normalized as a function of time [L\(_{\text{max}}\)(t)] accordingly, because consumption of aequorin occurs during the experiment. The L\(_{\text{max}}\)(t) value is calcu-
lated from the whole record of the luminescence intensity or virtually estimated from the time constant of decrease in \( L_{\text{max}} \) obtained from the beginning and end of the experiments. Calcium concentration can be appraised from a calibration curve whose \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes represent \( \log [\text{Ca}^{2+}] \) and \( \log (L/L_{\text{max}}) \), respectively, or by the following equation

\[
L/L_{\text{max}} = \{(1 + K_R \times [\text{Ca}^{2+}])/(1 + K_{TR} + K_R \times [\text{Ca}^{2+}])\}^n
\]

where \( n \) is the number of the \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \)-binding sites and \( K_R \) and \( K_{TR} \) represent, respectively, an equilibrium constant for \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) binding to the R state and the transition between T and R states of aequorin in a model showed by Allen et al. (5).

Another calibration procedure for aequorin is based on the rate of aequorin consumption. Because the speed of aequorin consumption is dependent on \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i \), \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i \) can be estimated by a rate constant that is represented as a ratio of luminescence intensity above the background (photon count/s) to the product of the amount of remaining chromophores multiplied by the quantum yield (it should be equal to the total photon count after subtraction of background counts) (55, 67, 68, 429).

Normalization of targeted recombinant aequorin can be obtained in the same way as that of cytosolic aequorin, but the former requires longer times to quench all aequorin after addition of Triton X-100 compared with the latter (46, 325).

**E. GFP-Based \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) Indicators**

Both Tsien and co-workers (259) and Persechini and co-workers (299, 330) demonstrated that the ratio of the fluorescence intensities at the wavelengths of the emission peaks for the GFP donor and acceptor could be used to monitor \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i \). Tsien’s group (259) estimated \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i \) using the following equation

\[
[\text{Ca}^{2+}] = K_d \times [(R - R_{\text{min}})/(R_{\text{max}} - R)]^{1/n} \tag{6}
\]

where \( R \) is the ratio of emitted fluorescence of the acceptor to one of the donor at their respective emission maxima, \( R_{\text{min}} \) is the same ratio in the absence of \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \), \( R_{\text{max}} \) is the same ratio of the \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \)-saturated dye, \( K_d \) is the apparent dissociation constant, and \( n \) is a cooperatively coefficient that corresponds to the number of interacting sites of the indicator. The \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) indicators produced by Persechini’s group (299, 330) underwent a decrease of FRET after binding of \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \). They estimated \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i \) from the following equation

\[
[\text{Ca}^{2+}] = K_d \times [(F_{\text{max}} - F)/(F - F_{\text{min}})]^{1/n} \tag{7}
\]

where \( F \) is the measured fluorescence intensity of the acceptor’s peak and \( F_{\text{min}} \) and \( F_{\text{max}} \) are the measured fluorescence intensity of the acceptor’s emission peak in the absence and at saturating \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \), respectively. These values were obtained using in vitro or in vivo calibration procedures as used with common chemical fluorescent indicators.

**VI. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS OF CALCIUM INDICATORS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS**

**A. Intracellular Buffering**

In general, the ion indicators function as chelators for a specific ion. Binding of the ion to the indicator then changes the fluorescence properties (absorption, lifetime, intensity, or spectra). This is exactly how a buffer works, and this can be experimentally problematic because high-affinity \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) indicators such as fura 2 and calcium green-1 may buffer small changes in \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i \) when loaded into cells at high concentrations (156). For example, the \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \)-buffering power of fura 2 at commonly used concentrations is 10–20% of the intrinsic buffering power of the cytosol in smooth muscle cells (28). Therefore, low-affinity \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) indicators are often preferred in measurements of \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i \) in such conditions (156). Some low-affinity indicators require high intracellular concentrations to obtain good signal detection (58).

Some early generation \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) indicators (i.e., quin 2, fura 2) are now often used as a \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) chelators for measurement of intrinsic intracellular \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \)-buffering capacity (“added buffer” approach) (58, 153, 274, 401). Because they have relatively high affinities for \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) (\( K_d \) values are 60 and 224 nM, respectively), intentionally overloaded \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) indicators behave as a major buffer for \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \), competing with intrinsic buffering components in the cell. This buffering action occurs within milliseconds, whereas pump or sequestration mechanisms in some types of cells are on the time scale of seconds (274). The ratio of \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \)-bound indicator to \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \)-free indicator can be estimated, and \( n_{\text{CB}} \) (changes in the number of \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \)-bound indicators) can be evaluated by the changes in the fluorescence intensity. Hence, if the amount of increase in total \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) can be calculated, the endogenous \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \)-buffering capacity can be estimated based on the assumption that \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) that enters the cell diffuses throughout the cell immediately (before the pump or sequestration mechanism work) (108, 272, 274, 410). In addition, sufficiently loaded \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) indicators dominate the intrinsic \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) buffers and allow accurate quantification of \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) efflux across the plasma membrane (176, 272, 274).
B. Cytotoxicity

Some indicators may be toxic to some types of cells. It is well known that some slow response potentiometric indicators affect redox metabolism in mitochondria as well as cell proliferation (364). For example, rhodamine-123 is usually not retained within mitochondria of normal cells when extensively washed, but it is retained within mitochondria of carcinoma and heart muscle cells, resulting in inhibition of their proliferation (29, 212, 348, 380). It has also been reported that fluo 3-loaded sea urchin eggs do not undergo normal development, whereas calcium green-loaded sea urchin eggs develop normally (378).

C. Autofluorescence

There are numerous cellular constituents that can fluoresce independently of the indicators. For example, connective tissue components such as collagen fibers or calcifications can give off autofluorescence, but the most serious problem for measuring \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) is autofluorescence from pyridine nucleotides (NADH, NADP), flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), and flavine mononucleotide (FMN). The former increases its fluorescence by reduction while the latter increases its fluorescence by oxidation (292, 358). The excitation and emission peak of NADH are 340 and 440–470 nm, respectively, and those of FAD are 450 and 530–550 nm, respectively (139, 292). For some short-wavelength indicators including UV-excited indicators (i.e., fura 2 and indo 1), it is necessary to estimate if autofluorescence from cellular constituents contaminates the true emission of the indicator. This problem is especially difficult to deal with in investigations using brain slices and muscular tissues (200, 291, 358). Consequently, many researchers have recently used long-wavelength indicators such as rhod 2 or fura red to reduce the autofluorescence (206, 255, 388).

D. Bleaching and \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)-Insensitive Forms

Illumination of all fluorescent indicators leads to photodamage and photobleaching. Thus the goal of any measurement using these indicators is to delay these consequences for as long as possible. Excessive illumination causes a decrease in signal strength in proportion to the time and intensity of exposure to excitation illumination and can cause the formation of fluorescent but \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)-insensitive species of the indicator (27, 342). Thus some balance between photobleaching and sufficient signal-to-noise ratio must be found in the excitation exposure time/intensity to obtain reliable \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) measurements. Non-ratiometric indicators are the most sensitive to photobleaching, but it is also important for ratiometric indicators to minimize photobleaching because the rates of photobleaching at the wavelengths of the two excitation or emission maxima are not always same, which can cause incorrect ratios resulting in errors in estimation of ion concentrations (23). In addition, \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)-insensitive compounds may affect ratiometric measurements (27, 342). One way to diminish photobleaching is to remove oxygen from the indicator environments or to add an antioxidant in the perfusate (27), although this may not be optional for living cells.

In the case of loading indicators with ester forms, they respond precisely to the concentration of the specific ions after they are hydrolyzed. However, it has been demonstrated that incompletely hydrolyzed indicators are often insensitive to \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) but emit more fluorescence than the ester form and display spectral differences relative to the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)-sensitive form (340).

E. Compartmentalization

One of the most important problems in the use of chemical fluorescent ion indicators is compartmentalization. Compartmentalization means that the indicator is trapped within some intracellular organelles and is not homogeneous in distribution throughout the cell. For the measurement of cytosolic \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\), it is important not only to load high enough concentration of indicators into the cytosol, but also to minimize compartmentalization, because the level of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) in the compartment is not always the same as in the cytosol. The degree of compartmentalization is dependent on numerous factors (e.g., the loading condition, cell type, and type of indicator) (69, 236, 329). The same indicator can also be sequestered within different organelles in different types of cells. For example, it has been demonstrated that fura 2 accumulates well within mitochondria of endothelial cells (373), lysosomes of fibroblasts (236), and secretory granules of rat mast cells (6). This variation is dependent on the fact that there are several mechanisms of dye sequestration (89, 236). The sequestration of some indicators is partially mediated by organic anion transport systems (90). In addition, incomplete hydrolyzation of some of the indicators in the cytosol allows the ester-derived indicator to cross organelle membranes into the intracellular components, which themselves can have substantial esterase activity (128, 233). Differences in the affinity for cytosolic or organelle esterases may also result in variations in compartmentalization (373). Because the mechanisms of both the transport to organelles and the transformation to the active chelate form from the ester form are entirely biochemical phenomena, compartmentalization and the cytosolic dye concentration are much influenced by the temperature. Accordingly, by changing the loading or hydrolyzing temperature, compartmentalization can be reduced (251, 329).
Addition of digitonin or Triton X-100 provides information about how much the indicator is compartmentalized. Digitonin is a steroid-based nonionic detergent derived from the seeds of Digitalis purpurea (265). It complexes with cholesterol and other unconjugated \( \beta \)-hydroxysteroids in membranes (102, 339), resulting in an increase in the permeability of cell membranes to inorganic ions, metabolites, and enzymes without global changes in cell structures (109). Because the molar ratio of cholesterol to phospholipid in the plasma membrane is much greater than in organelle membranes, low concentrations of digitonin (10–100 \( \mu \)g/ml) selectively increase the permeability of plasma membrane, resulting in release of cytosolic indicator but retention of intracellular organelle indicator (186, 298, 440) (Fig. 5). Triton X-100 is also a nonionic detergent, which extracts intrinsic and integral proteins from membrane components, solubilizes hydrophobic proteins, and forms micelles with them while maintaining their structure and activity (71, 83, 346). It can be used to release compartmentalized indicator.

Recently, some researchers have attempted to measure \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) in organelles by taking advantage of compartmentalization. In particular, this is an effective method to measure mitochondrial \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\). To evaluate mitochondrial \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\), the fluorescence of the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicator in the cytosol can be quenched by Mn\(^{2+}\) (125, 258, 399). Several reports have shown that rhod 2 accumulates well into the mitochondria and demonstrates mitochondrial \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) in some types of cells (e.g., hepatocyte, heart muscle cell, astrocyte, oligodendrocyte, adrenal chromaffin cell, and lymphocyte) (14, 132, 160, 179, 254, 262, 276, 360, 398). Use of a combination of confocal microscopy, organelle-specific vital dyes, and nontargeted ion indicators has also allowed the measurement of organelle specific ion concentrations (91, 122, 155, 329, 398). The most popular example of this technique is estimation of mitochondrial \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) in cells double-stained with a \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicator (e.g., fluo 3 or calcium green) and a potentiometric indicator (e.g., rhodamine-123 or TMRM). Mitochondrial \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) can be evaluated by measuring the fluorescence intensity of the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicator in areas (pixels) in which the potentiometric indicator is present (59). The dual-loading method enables measurement of changes in \([\text{Ca}^{2+}]\) and other functions (e.g., pH, membrane potential) in the targeted organelle simultaneously (60, 360). Calcium concentration in endoplasmic reticulum and/or sarcoplasmic reticulum has also often been measured using the similar technique (155, 156, 399). Although some \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicators can be targeted to specific organelles successfully by altering the dye loading (or preloading) time, concentration, and/or temperature (59, 60, 329), some indicators have a propensity to accumulate into a specific organelle in some types of cells (14, 160, 179, 254, 262, 332, 360,

---

**Fig. 5.** Compartmentalization of fluo 3-AM. BHK cells were loaded with 10 \(\mu\)M fluo 3-AM for 30 min at 37°C. \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) was monitored using CLSM. Excitation wavelength was 488 nm, and emitted fluorescence was detected between 510 and 550 nm. After addition of 20 \(\mu\)M digitonin in extracellular medium, cytosolic dye was released from cells and only compartmentalized indicator fluoresced. A: fluo 3-loaded cells before addition of digitonin. B: same cells after addition of digitonin.
379). For example, Mag-fura 5, Mag-fura 2, and Mag-Indo 1 are loaded easily into sarcoplasmic reticulum and/or endoplasmic reticulum compared with mitochondria in hepatocytes, gastric epithelial cells, gonadotropes, smooth muscle cells, fibroblasts, and astrocytes (52, 124, 133, 155, 156, 158, 379, 399). The tendency may be partially due to the differences in efficiency of hydrolyzation in each organelle (379). However, even if such indicators are loaded, most of them are still within the cytosol. Therefore, transient digitonin or saponin treatment has been often used for permeabilizing plasma membrane to release cytosolic dye, leaving entrapped dye within organelles (124, 155, 379). In such cases, in vivo calibration has been performed by controlling cytosolic [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}] and long-term exposure of bromo-A-23187 (379).

F. Binding to Other Ions and Proteins

Many of the chemical Ca\textsuperscript{2+} indicators bind to intracellular proteins and thus alter their fluorescent properties, including changes in the emission anisotropy, emission spectrum, the reaction kinetics, the diffusion constant, and the $K_d$ for Ca\textsuperscript{2+} (25). For example, it has been reported that 80–90% of fura 2 in myoplasm is bound to soluble myoplastic proteins (e.g., aldolase, creatine kinase, and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase) (199). The degree of indicator-protein binding is dependent on the type of indicator employed and on the loading conditions (33, 160). It has been demonstrated that some Ca\textsuperscript{2+} indicators show changes in not only Ca\textsuperscript{2+} affinity but also fluorescence spectra when they are bound to intracellular proteins (19, 111, 161). When Indo 1 binds to proteins, Indo 1 shows a blue shift of emission spectra in the Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-bound form but not the Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-free form, resulting in an error in ratiometric [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}] measurements based on in vitro calibrations (19, 161).

In addition, all of these indicators are affected by other intracellular ions. In particular, the $K_d$ values of some Ca\textsuperscript{2+} indicators are sensitive to pH to various degrees (100, 213, 214). For example, the $K_d$ values of the three most popular Ca\textsuperscript{2+} indicators, Indo 1, fura 2, and fluo 3, increase −1.4−1.7 times and 7.1−11.8 times when pH changes from 7.4 to 6.5 and 5.5 (22°C), respectively (213, 214). Hence, much attention is needed in investigations that examine [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}] in acid environments (e.g., ischemia-reperfusion or measurement of [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}] in the lysosome). Although it is well known that Ca\textsuperscript{2+} indicators have various affinities for Mg\textsuperscript{2+}, they can also bind to other kinds of intracellular heavy metal ions such as Mn\textsuperscript{2+}, Co\textsuperscript{2+}, Zn\textsuperscript{2+}, Ba\textsuperscript{2+}, and Cd\textsuperscript{2+} (11, 258). Fura 2, Mag-fura 2, and Indo 1 have much higher affinities to Mn\textsuperscript{2+} and Zn\textsuperscript{2+} than Ca\textsuperscript{2+} (13, 175, 359) [e.g., $K_d$ values of fura 2 for Mn\textsuperscript{2+}, Zn\textsuperscript{2+}, and Ca\textsuperscript{2+} are 2.8, 3, and 145 nM, respectively (13, 207)]. Although Mn\textsuperscript{2+} and Co\textsuperscript{2+} strongly quench fluorescence of fura 2 and indo 1 (242, 258, 269), their spectral properties are similar whether they bind to Zn\textsuperscript{2+} or Ca\textsuperscript{2+} (127). The artifacts caused by these heavy metal ions can be identified and controlled using tetrakis-(2-pyridylmethyl)ethylenediamine (TPEN), which is a selective heavy ion chelator without disturbing [Ca\textsuperscript{3+}] and [Mg\textsuperscript{2+}] (11, 365, 409).

G. Dye Leakage

In many types of cells, indicators leak from cytosol to extracellular medium (242). This leakage is regulated in part by anion transport systems and can be inhibited or suppressed by probenecid and sulfipyrazone (88, 89) (Fig. 3) or by low temperature (90, 242). The rate of dye secretion by anion transport system is partially dependent on the cell type. It has been reported that 40% of cytosolic fura 2 leaks from N2A neuroblastoma after 10-min incubation at 37°C, whereas only 15% of fura 2 leaks from J774 macrophages (89). Fura 2 leaks much faster from glial cells than neurons of leech central nervous system (268). Moreover, many papers have demonstrated the leakage of various Ca\textsuperscript{2+} indicators. Fura 2 is removed from the cytosol in smooth muscle cells (257), astrocytoma cells (242), pheochromocytoma-like cells (88), and pancreatic β-cells (9); indo 1 in pancreatic β-cells (10); and fluo 3 in lymphocytes (367). It has been thought that the rate of secretion is partially dependent on the electrical charge of the indicators. For example, it is known that the dye leakage of calcium green is less than that of fluo 3 because the former has one more positive charge compared with the latter. However, the use of probenecid or low temperature in these studies may limit the interpretation of these studies. Long exposure of cells to Pluronic F-127 also can sometimes facilitate dye leakage through the plasma membrane (241). Recently, more leakage-resistant indicators have been produced (e.g., fura PE3, indo PE3, and fluo LR). They are constructed by linking piperazine nitrogens to the parent indicator, which forms an ambient ion after protonation in the cell (415). Another way of preventing dye leakage is to conjugate the indicator with membrane-impermeant dextrans or other macromolecules (345) or to load indicators continuously via micropipettes during the experiment (268).

VII. TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING CALCIUM

A. Optical Techniques for Measuring Ca\textsuperscript{2+}

Fluorescence microscopy allows analysis of the distribution and dynamics of functional molecules within single intact living cells. However, many molecules change concentration, distribution, and function simulta-
neously or sequentially during numerous intracellular phenomena. To elucidate the mechanisms of these intracellular phenomena, multiparametric analysis is often required. Without multiparametric analysis, it may sometimes be difficult to determine whether an observed change in ion status is the cause or the effect of a particular biological process. In addition, the properties of some Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators are influenced by changes in the intracellular environment. For example, the \(K_d\) of some Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators is pH sensitive. Therefore, multiparametric analysis is often necessary to determine whether changes in other molecular species are occurring and whether they might alter the precision of the [Ca\(^{2+}\)] measurements. We and others have developed a variety of instruments and techniques to resolve the problems discussed above and to improve experimental precision. Here, the properties and the purpose of some of these instruments as well as other useful implements are briefly described.

1. Multiparameter digitized video microscopy

Multiparameter digitized video microscopy permits single living cells to be labeled with multiple indicators whose fluorescence is responsive to specific cellular parameters of interest (150, 220). This system consists of the following equipment: an inverted fluorescence microscope equipped with differential interference contrast (DIC) and phase optics, an intensified charged-coupled device (CCD) camera or other type of camera, a videocassette recorder, a computer workstation with imaging boards for image processing, a xenon and mercury lamp, and a host computer to control the system. Two eight-position filter wheels under computer control are used to place interference and neutral density filters in the path of excitation light (221). Phase, DIC, and fluorescence images specific for each indicator are collected over time, digitized, and stored. Image analysis and processing then permits quantitation of the spatial and temporal distribution of the various parameters within the single living cells (36, 277).

2. Confocal laser scanning microscopy

In the case of the conventional nonconfocal microscope, spatial resolution is often limited by the blurring effect of out-of-focus fluorescent light. Background fluorescence reduces contrast and clarity of images. The vertical resolution is not very good, and the so-called focal plane is determined as the most contrasted plane by each investigator. Thus the observed fluorescence is the summation of the whole thickness of the material, which can lead to errors in quantitation especially in relatively thick cells. Analysis using specimens consisting of multilayer cells with wide-field microscopy has especially suffered from disturbance by the background intensity. This disadvantage is greatly reduced in confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). The CLSM produces images by moving a scanning point across the specimen and collecting the emitted fluorescence through a pinhole that is located at the confocal point of the scanned focus. By excluding the out-of-focus fluorescence from the fluorophore, CLSM offers high vertical and horizontal spatial resolution (<1 \(\mu\)m) (87) (Fig. 6). Confocal laser scanning microscopy is able to produce thin and unblurred optical sections, offering the prospect of three-dimensional spatial recon-

![Fig. 6. Comparison of wide-field microscopy, CLSM, and TPLSM in visualization of mitochondria. BHK cells were loaded with MitoTracker Green. Spatial resolution (especially vertical) of image with wide field is much poorer than those with CLSM or TPLSM. A: wide-field microscope image (Olympus IX-70; Hamamatsu Photonics cooled charged-coupled device camera; \(\times\)100 oil immersion; numerical aperture, 1.35; excitation, 470–490 nm; emission, 510–530 nm). B: CLSM image (Olympus IX-70; Olympus Fluoview; \(\times\)60 water immersion; numerical aperture, 1.2; excitation, 488 nm; emission, 510–560 nm). C: TPLSM image (Olympus IX-70; customized Olympus GB-200; \(\times\)60 water immersion; numerical aperture, 1.2; Coherent Innova 300 plus Mira 900 Ti/Sapphire pulsed laser; excitation, 800 nm; emission, 510–560 nm).](http://physrev.physiology.org/content/1109)
struction of the parameters of interest. Because the resolution is much less than the thickness of the cell or some kinds of organelles, theoretically the fluorescence intensity of each pixel in the obtained image shows the concentration of the functional ion with precision. The most important mechanical limitations of the CLSM have been the lack of variation in the excitation wavelength and the temporal resolution. Because the light sources commonly employed in CLSM are argon or argon-krypton lasers, the usable range of excitation wavelengths is quite restricted. However, recently some UV-excitable CLSM have been produced (253, 280), and temporal resolution has been improved to video-frame rate (30 frames/s) or faster (15, 136, 188, 278, 392).

3. Two-photon excitation laser scanning microscopy

Two-photon excitation laser scanning microscopy (TPLSM) is a novel type of microscopy (81, 82). The concept of two-photon excitation is not a new idea. It was theoretically predicted in 1931 (114) but was not confirmed experimentally for more than 30 years (181). Two-photon excitation means that one fluorophore is excited by two individual photons simultaneously. Because the energy of the beam wave varies in inverse proportion to the wavelength, if the wavelength of excitation is doubled, then the energy decreases to one-half. Therefore, if two individual photons excite the target fluorophore at the same time, the actual excitation power is theoretically equal to that of the one photon at one-half the wavelength. With the use of long-wavelength excitation, dyes normally excited in the UV range of the spectrum can be employed. Moreover, long-wavelength excitation results in less photodamage, cytotoxicity, and deeper penetration into the sample (383).

The TPLSM has high spatial resolution like the CLSM (80, 305, 428) (Fig. 6C). The mechanisms responsible for this high resolution are, however, quite different from that of CLSM. Because the probability of the simultaneous excitation by two individual photons is proportional to the square of the photon concentration, fluorophores far from the plane of focus cannot be excited with enough power with TPLSM, resulting in high spatial resolution (334). In the case of the CLSM, not only the focal plane but also the areas surrounding the plane of focus are excited, but the pinhole blocks emission light from the out-of-focus plane from reaching the detectors. The mechanism of localized excitation with TPLSM offers much less photobleaching than CLSM. In addition, CLSM using single-photon excitation is sometimes limited by scattering of background or solvent (430). In contrast, TPLSM is relatively free from these problems because the emission wavelength is usually hundreds of nanometers shorter than excitation wavelength and is spectrally well separated (430).

Two-photon excitation laser scanning microscopy also usually requires no pinhole apparatus, which is necessary for CLSM, while keeping relatively high spatial resolution (428) (certainly TPLSM provides greater spatial resolution by employing a pinhole apparatus; confocal TPLSM). The simplified optical pathway results in increasing efficiency of detecting fluorescence.

Two-photon excitation laser scanning microscopy has another interesting property. The fluorescent responses of numerous molecules excited by two photons are not exactly the same as that by single-photon excitation at the half wavelength. It has been demonstrated that simultaneous absorption of two photons is influenced substantially by the degree of molecular symmetry and vibronic coupling in fluorophores and that the response of two-photon absorption is not same as that of single-photon absorption (3, 349, 431, 432). For example, when excited by two photons, octadecyl indocarbocyanines (DiI), rhodamine B, and fluorescein show a blue shift in the absorption spectra, whereas two-photon absorption spectra of indo 1 and GFP are close to their single-photon absorption spectra (431, 432). Accordingly, the TPLSM sometimes demonstrates different images from that obtained with single-photon excitation CLSM. For example, blue fluorescence, green fluorescence, and red fluorescence may be simultaneously excited using TPLSM (432) (Fig. 7).

4. Pulsed-laser imaging for rapid \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) gradients

A pulsed-laser imaging system was developed by Kinoshita and colleagues (154, 194) and was applied to the investigations of rapid \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) signaling in excitation-secretion or excitation-contraction coupling by Fernandez and co-workers (104, 262, 327). The concept of this system is that high temporal resolution can be obtained by piling up single images obtained at various time lags after repeated stimulation of an event if the event can be reproduced consistently. In this system, materials are transiently excited with a brief (300–350 ns) high-intensity (0.25 J) pulsed laser. The “snapshot” of the emitted fluorescence is obtained with a video camera for subsequent analysis. The delay of the pulsed excitation after the stimulating trigger is controlled by a host computer. This system allows submicron spatial resolution and millisecond temporal resolution.

5. Time-resolved fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy

Evaluation of functional molecules with time-resolved fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (TRFLM) is completely different from conventional fluorescence microscopy (151, 152, 418). The fluorescence lifetime (\( \tau \)) is the characteristic time that a fluorescent molecule remains in an excited state before returning to
the ground state. When a mixture of two fluorescent compounds of varying $\tau$ is excited with a short pulse (i.e., on the order of 1 ps), the excited molecules will emit fluorescence with a time dependence related to the length of each $\tau$ (Fig. 8). Although $\tau$ is not affected by scattering, decay characteristics of the background, path length, number of fluorophores (concentration of the probe), photobleaching, and other factors governing fluorescence intensity measurements, $\tau$ is quite sensitive to the chemical and environmental parameters of the fluorophore. For example, each Ca$^{2+}$ indicator displays two $\tau$ values: that of the Ca$^{2+}$-bound state and the Ca$^{2+}$-free state (209).

The $\tau$ values of each of these states remain constant as [Ca$^{2+}$] changes, but the amplitude (contribution) to the mean $\tau$ changes as a function of [Ca$^{2+}$]. Thus much like ratiometric imaging, but using a nanosecond-gated multichannel plate image intensifier, TRFLM provides a two-dimensional image where each pixel value reflects mean $\tau$ of the fluorescence probe in cells. It has been demonstrated that various Ca$^{2+}$ and pH indicators used with the conventional steady-state microscopy, including quin 2, indo 1, fura 2, fluo 3, calcium green, calcium crimson, calcium orange, SNARF, SNAFL, and 2′,7′-bis(carboxyethyl)-5,6-carboxyfluorescein, can be successfully used as a Ca$^{2+}$ or pH indicator with TRFLM (152, 208, 209, 211, 335, 336, 385).

A limitation of some Ca$^{2+}$ indicators that can be measured with TRFLM is that measurement of [Ca$^{2+}$] using TRFLM is restricted by the $\tau$ values and $F_{\text{max}}/F_{\text{min}}$. For example, if the emission of the Ca$^{2+}$-free form is much dimmer than that of Ca$^{2+}$-bound form, the emitted fluorescence may be due to only the Ca$^{2+}$-bound form, and the measured $\tau$ may represent only $\tau$ of Ca$^{2+}$-bound form (208). In addition, the existence of probe bound to nonselective ions or existence of indicator complexes of different conformations with different $\tau$ values sometimes reduces the range. The range of accurately measurable [Ca$^{2+}$] using a certain kind of the Ca$^{2+}$ indicator and TRFLM is often shifted from that obtained with steady-state fluorescence measurements (336, 386). The TRFLM Ca$^{2+}$ indicators include calcium green, fluo 3, or quin 2, which display small changes in mean $\tau$ upon binding Ca$^{2+}$ and saturate (in terms of changes in mean $\tau$) at 100–150 nM Ca$^{2+}$ (208, 209, 336). Calcium crimson, calcium orange, and certain of the ratiometric indicators such as fura 2 are sensitive in terms of changes in lifetime over a relatively broad range of [Ca$^{2+}$] (152, 386). Some of ratiometric Ca$^{2+}$ indicators (e.g., quin 2 and fura 2) undergo phototransformation to Ca$^{2+}$-insensitive species and shift in emission spectra (27, 209, 342). Although it is hard to correct their effects on intensity-based ratiometry, TRFLM
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reveals the existence of such products and enables one to obtain accurate measurements of $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i$.

Another important advantage of lifetime-based $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]$ measurement over steady-state intensity-based measurements is that some of the problems in calibration described above can be avoided. The steady-state fluorescence intensity of some $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]$ indicators is affected by the local environment, which makes the calibration and evaluation of $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]$ with intensity-based measurements quite complicated. The principle of estimating $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]$ with lifetime measurements is based on a fact that $\tau$ of the $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-bound indicator differs from that of the $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-free one. When $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]$ changes, the $\tau$ of the $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-bound or $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-free indicator does not change, but the contribution (amplitude) of the bound and unbound indicator in terms of mean $\tau$ changes. Importantly, some of the $\tau$ values of certain $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ indicators are minimally affected by environmental factors (152). For example, although fluorescence intensity of calcium crimson decreases significantly with an increase in the concentration of proteins and cellular contents or a decrease in hydrophobicity, the $\tau$ values of the $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-bound and the $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-free form are hardly affected by them (152). The same advantages of lifetime-based measurement have also been demonstrated with a pH indicator, SNAFL-1 (335). This property reduces the discrepancy between in vitro calibration and in vivo calibration and makes the calibration much easier and the evaluation of ion concentrations much more accurate.

Time-resolved fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy has many other potential applications. It can be also used to measure other types of ions and intracellular substances such as NADH (210).

6. Photomultiplier tube

The detectors for quantitative measurement of fluorescence through the microscope can be essentially categorized into two groups: photomultiplier tubes (PMT) and imaging devices (417). In the PMT, the light intensity is detected by a photocathode film that emits photoelectrons in response to absorption of light. The emitted photoelectrons near the photocathode are immediately accelerated toward the second emitter, the dynode, by a positive voltage gradient. This results in each electron being amplified many times, and the final electron gain after several repeated amplifying dynodes is more than $10^8$ electrons.

Because the PMT per se does not have spatial resolution, images cannot be obtained without a scanning system, either a laser scanning or mechanical stage scanning system (171). Although other imaging devices such as the CCD camera provide spatial resolution, they have certain limitations in temporal resolution because the readout of these devices is relatively slow and the readout is associated with significant noise. Recently, intensified target videcons have been produced (2, 370). However, PMT allow more quantitative measurements with higher temporal resolution, high magnification of signal, and a good signal-to-noise ratio at a low price (35). In addition to their use in CLSM, PMT are widely used in conjunction with fiber optics for precise $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]$ measurements in localized areas (204, 333).

7. Flow cytometry

Flow cytometry is the measurement of fluorescence and/or light scattering emitted by whole cells, which are suspended in a flowing stream of solution. Single cells are hydrodynamically forced into the center of a surrounding sheath of fluid by passage through a narrow orifice (flow cell), which is specifically designed to generate laminar flow. The single-file stream of cells is guided into the path of a laser beam, which can be used for fluorophore excitation or for probing the size and structure of cells by light scattering. Light is detected with photomultipliers, which
The light is then dispersed into electrical signals for display and storage in a computer-based system. Fluorescent measurements are made using the appropriate excitation laser lines and barrier filters. Laser light, which is scattered by cells in the forward direction, is proportional to the cell size. Light scattered at right angles is proportional to granularity; the more complex the internal structure of the cell, the more light is scattered.

Information can be displayed in multiple formats depending on the system and the investigator needs. For example, when fluorescence is measured from the Ca\(^{2+}\) indicator indo 1, the ratio of the emission wavelengths can be displayed against the number of events (a frequency histogram). Alternatively, the fluorescent signal at two emission wavelengths can be plotted against each other so that the slope of the resulting display is equivalent to the ratio. Fluorescent signals can also be plotted as a function of forward or side scattering light, thereby allowing the user to test for correlation between cell size, structure, and fluorescent signal.

Flow cytometry clearly excels in the analysis of mixed cell population studies. When a cell type is particularly rare, cell sorting can be used to enrich the population of that cellular type. In another use, cells can be stimulated with an agonist of interest to identify the cells in that population that respond with an increase in intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\). Cells responding to the agonist can then be sorted aseptically and subsequently be cultured to enrich the cell type [for example, see Tarnok (394)].

A potential problem with the measurement of agonist-induced Ca\(^{2+}\) mobilization using flow cytometry is a time lag between the addition of agonist to the cell suspension and the point at which a response can be measured. Typically, the sample tube containing the suspension of cells must be depressurized to add agonist and then repressurized to obtain proper cell flow. Depending on the system, cells must then travel for tens of centimeters before they cross the laser excitation beam. This can result in temporal gaps of 10–20 s, which may preclude an accurate measurement of the initial rise in intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\). Several modifications to the flow cytometry equipment have been proposed to minimize the lapse in data acquisition (93, 190). A relatively cheap adaptation was recently reported by Burns and Lewis (49), which allows continuous data acquisition. This technique uses a small Teflon-coated magnet held above the cell suspension by a larger external magnetic bar. A drop of agonist is applied to the top of the stir bar, without exposing the suspended cells, and the sample tube is then pressurized. During data acquisition, the external magnet is removed so that the stir bar containing the agonist is dropped into the cell suspension. The only remaining time lag between agonist application and the detection of a cellular response is the travel time between the agonist containing sample and the laser, which, depending on the pressure and system, is on the order of a few seconds.

Another limitation of flow cytometry is the inability of the technique to measure dynamic Ca\(^{2+}\) responses from asynchronous cell populations. In this case, out-of-phase oscillations will be averaged over time, concealing the pattern of Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling in individual cells. Flow cytometry is best suited for measurements of the entire cellular response.

B. Nonoptical Techniques for Measuring Ca\(^{2+}\)

1. Electrophysiology

Changes in intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) can be estimated by monitoring the currents generated by Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent ion channels located in the plasma membrane. Because these are membrane-bound channels, their activation serves as a very sensitive local indicator of [Ca\(^{2+}\)]. Calcium-activated ion currents have been used in many cell types to investigate the IP\(_3\) signaling pathway, including chromaffin (237), pancreatic (397), and lacrimal cells (240). The Ca\(^{2+}\)-activated Cl\(^{-}\) channels in Xenopus oocytes, which generate a transient inward current in response to increases in intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\), have also been widely used for this purpose (73, 248, 249). In this system, however, there is a poor temporal correlation between Ca\(^{2+}\) signals estimated using Ca\(^{2+}\)-activated Cl\(^{-}\) currents and simultaneous measurements using fluorescent Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators. Specifically, activation of the Cl\(^{-}\) current is transient, reaching a peak while the fluorescent signal continues to increase (215, 296). Parker and Yao (296) reported that activation of the Cl\(^{-}\) current corresponded better to the rate of rise of intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) rather than to its steady-state level and suggested that the Cl\(^{-}\) channels may show an adaptive response. Interpretation of the changing Ca\(^{2+}\) signal is complicated by the fact that the Ca\(^{2+}\)-activated Cl\(^{-}\) current exhibits at least two distinct Ca\(^{2+}\)-sensitive components (78, 234, 250, 294, 295, 301). The first component is transient and does not depend on extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\), whereas the second component is slower and depends on extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\). Recent evidence suggests that the two components are due to two distinct types of Cl\(^{-}\) currents with different Ca\(^{2+}\) sensitivities (142). Further complicating the interpretation of the signal is the fact that Ca\(^{2+}\) influx can trigger regenerative Ca\(^{2+}\) release from IP\(_3\)-sensitive stores (Ca\(^{2+}\)-induced Ca\(^{2+}\) release or CICR) (434). Additionally, activation of the IP\(_3\)-sensitive pathway activates protein kinase C-mediated phosphorylation events, which appear to affect the Ca\(^{2+}\) sensitivity Cl\(^{-}\) current (301). Finally, inhomogeneities in the distri-
bution of Cl$^-$ channels may bias the measurements, since the Ca$^{2+}$ signal is integrated over the entire cell (30, 235).

Currents other than those carried by Cl$^-$ channels can also be used to report changes in intracellular Ca$^{2+}$. These include the Ca$^{2+}$-activated nonslective cation channels (436) and the Ca$^{2+}$-activated K$^+$ channels (237, 293, 436). A very novel application of Ca$^{2+}$-activated ion channels was developed by Kramer (201), who named the technique “patch cramming.” As the name implies, a patch-clamp electrode is used to isolate a patch of membrane containing Ca$^{2+}$-sensitive ion channels. The patch is excised in the inside-out configuration (137), and the Ca$^{2+}$ dependence of the ion channel open probability is calibrated by exposure to different [Ca$^{2+}$]. Subsequently, the patch is inserted (crammed) into the cell, and the open probability of the channels is used as an indicator of local [Ca$^{2+}$]. The advantage of this technique resides in the utilization of the ion channel as a natural biochemical detector. However, the technique relies on the assumption that the open probability of the channel in the patch does not change over time, an assumption that might not always be valid. For example, reintroduction of the patch into the cell after excision may cause changes in the state of phosphorylation or sensitivity of the channel. Additionally, the application of this technique is more appropriate for large cells that can withstand impalement with a patch electrode.

Overall, Ca$^{2+}$-activated ion currents are good indicators of changes in intracellular Ca$^{2+}$. However, this technique would not be the method of choice if estimates of the absolute changes in [Ca$^{2+}$] were required.

2. Ca$^{2+}$-selective electrodes

Calcium ion concentrations can be measured potentiometrically using ion-selective electrodes. Calcium-selective electrodes have a wider dynamic range (pCa 9 to 1) than fluorescent dye indicators (e.g., indo 1, pCa 7.5 to 5). They are excellent for calibration of Ca$^{2+}$ solutions and can be used in vivo for calibrating signals obtained from fluorescent indicators. However, the response time of an ion-selective electrode to changes in free Ca$^{2+}$ is slower (~0.5–1 s) when compared with that of a fluorescent indicator (ms). Ion-selective electrodes are made by incorporating an ion-complexing agent (ligand) into a liquid lipophilic membrane that imparts an ion selectivity to the membrane itself. The lipophilic membrane separates two aqueous compartments, generally a sample solution from an internal reference solution in the electrode. The role of the ligand is to selectively extract ions from the aqueous solutions, transport them across the lipophilic membrane, and in doing so generate a membrane potential proportional to the concentration difference. The potential difference (ΔV) between an unknown ion concentration (C) and a reference concentration (C$_r$), assuming that there are no interfering ions, is given by the Nernst equation

$$\Delta V = 28 \log \left( \frac{C}{C_r} \right)$$

Neutral-based carriers are the preferred ion-selective ligand for Ca$^{2+}$-selective electrodes because they exhibit a high preference of Ca$^{2+}$ over Na$^+$ and K$^+$ and have much better Ca$^{2+}$/Mg$^{2+}$ and Ca$^{2+}$/H$^+$ selectivities when compared with electrically charged lipophilic ligands (8). ETH-1001 has been used extensively as a Ca$^{2+}$-selective ligand since its synthesis in 1976 (284). However, this complexing agent has poor sensitivity to Ca$^{2+}$ below 1 μM (8). More recently, new ligands with greatly improved Ca$^{2+}$ selectivity have been synthesized. ETH-129 (343) permits measurements of Ca$^{2+}$ close to pCa 8–9. ETH-5234, an extremely lipophilic Ca$^{2+}$-selective ionophore (113), permits even lower measurements of Ca$^{2+}$ to pCa 10 at the expense of longer equilibration time for the measurements. Suzuki et al. (382) have recently synthesized the ligand K23E1, which allows accurate estimates of very high [Ca$^{2+}$] (pCa 5–1).

In addition to neutral carriers, liquid membranes are composed of a resin cocktail containing membrane solvent (e.g., silicon rubber) and a membrane matrix (typically, polyvinylchloride gelled). Premade cocktails containing both the Ca$^{2+}$ ligand and resin are commercially available (e.g., Fluka). Complete Ca$^{2+}$-selective electrode measuring kits can also be commercially purchased. Alternatively, macroelectrodes can be easily constructed in the laboratory and used with standard laboratory pH meters to monitor potential. Several practical guides to ion-selective electrode construction have been published (8, 24). Typically, a macroelectrode is made from polyethylene tubing (~1–3 mm diameter) that is dipped into a cocktail solution to form a Ca$^{2+}$-selective membrane, several 100 ms thick, and allowed to dry overnight (24). Dry electrodes can be stored for months in protein-free solution, although a decrease in electrode sensitivity can be expected. Protein concentrations make measurements of low Ca$^{2+}$ (~10 nM) difficult and should be done with freshly prepared electrodes (24).

Minielectrodes must be fabricated in the laboratory to monitor intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ (24, 205, 328, 363). Briefly, glass capillary tubes are pulled on a standard pipette puller to tip diameters of 0.5–10 μm. A complication that is encountered in minielectrode fabrication is the noise that is introduced by the resistance of the pipette tip. A larger tip diameter reduces electrode resistance and increases signal-to-noise ratio, but the tip diameter is practically limited by the tolerance of your experimental preparation. A short electrode shank (similar to a patch electrode) also reduces resistance and reduces capacitance artifacts due to a fluctuating bath level. Pulling
electrodes are dehydrated and silanized to help stabilize the short column of hydrophobic ionophore liquid membrane. Minielectrodes are back-filled with a reference Ca\(^{2+}\) electrolyte (plus 0.5% agar) then front-filled with the ionophore membrane. Again, ionophore cocktails can be commercially obtained (e.g., Fluka Calcium Ionophore I, cocktail A, which contains the Ca\(^{2+}\)-selective sensor ETH 1001). Electrical contacts are made using Ag/AgCl wires.

3. Vibrating Ca\(^{2+}\)-selective probe

A variant of the Ca\(^{2+}\)-selective microelectrode technique is the vibrating Ca\(^{2+}\)-selective probe. The vibrating probe was originally designed to measure small extracellular ion currents. By vibrating a voltage-sensing probe between two points, the system was self-referencing (which significantly increases signal-to-noise ratio) and was capable of measuring microvolt differences over several microns, which equates to picomolar ion fluxes when the signal is averaged (174). The standard voltage-sensitive probe measures only net current flow, whereas the ion-selective vibrating system measures a current flux attributable to a single ion species. Vibrating ion-selective electrodes are noninvasive (recordings can last for hours or even days) and can be located within microns of the cell surface. Additionally, vibrating probes can easily be moved around the cell to survey current flow from multiple locations. An obvious disadvantage of the technique is that the vibrating probe cannot be used to measure intracellular concentrations. However, this technique has been successfully used in a wide range of preparations to study processes as diverse as Ca\(^{2+}\) entry during pollen tube growth in plant cells (303), ACh-induced Ca\(^{2+}\) fluxes across the sarcolemma in smooth muscle cells (84), Ca\(^{2+}\) entry during oxidative challenges in Aplysia neurons (94), and the activation currents during fertilization of various egg species (282, 283).

The underlying principle of the vibrating probe measurement is that steady extracellular currents generate very small voltages in conductive extracellular fluids (363). Jaffe and co-workers (173, 205) refined this approach by developing the Ca\(^{2+}\)-selective vibrating probe to measure extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) currents. The same minielectrodes that are used for intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) can be used for the vibrating probe technique. The Ca\(^{2+}\)-sensitive electrode can be vibrated by piezoelectrical microstages that are driven by a square wave of low frequency. Because of concerns of mixing of chemical gradients, the ion-selective probe cannot be vibrated as rapidly as a voltage-sensitive probe. Typically, frequencies of 0.3–0.5 Hz are used.

Extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) flux \(J\) is calculated assuming Ca\(^{2+}\) move through the extracellular medium by diffusion according to Fick’s law

\[
J = -D(\Delta C/\Delta x)
\]

where \(J\) is the ion flux (in \(\mu\)mol cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)), \(D\) is the diffusion constant (in cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\)), and \(\Delta C/\Delta x\) is the ion concentration gradient over distance (in \(\mu\)mol cm\(^{-2}\)). The Ca\(^{2+}\) \(J\) can be calculated once the value of \(\Delta C/\Delta x\) is determined. A Ca\(^{2+}\)-selective probe is used to calculate \(\Delta C\) by vibrating the tip over a distance \(\Delta x\). The ion gradient \(\Delta C\) is calculated by measuring the change in voltage over a known vibrating distance. The spatial resolution is determined by the diameter of the glass electrode tip (~1–5 ms, see above).

A calibration curve should be constructed such that any change in voltage (\(\Delta V\)) can be converted into a change in Ca\(^{2+}\) using the Nernst equation

\[
\Delta V = 28 \log (C_2/C_1)
\]

where \(C_2\) and \(C_1\) are the Ca\(^{2+}\) concentrations at the extreme of the vibration distance (\(\Delta x\)). With the assumption that the difference (\(\Delta C\)) between \(C_1\) and \(C_2\) is small, \(\Delta C\) can be estimated according to

\[
\Delta V = 12\Delta C/C_b \text{ (mV)}
\]

where \(C_b\) is the background concentration of Ca\(^{2+}\) (205). Substitution into Fick’s law (see above) then yields the Ca\(^{2+}\) flux.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In the past two decades, optical microscopy and Ca\(^{2+}\) indicators have become quite common and standard. Moreover, several promising new technologies, including TPLSM and TRFLM, have been developed. Microscopy is no longer an approach to just watch morphological changes but has evolved to allow the observation of real-time cellular physiology. The advent of GFP, which can be used in FRET-based assays, in addition to serving as a marker for genes or proteins, will expand the role of microscopic investigation rapidly. Changes in some important ion concentration such as Ca\(^{2+}\) or pH are known to act as a trigger of many cellular events. Developing microscopic methods will enable the investigation of their dynamics and regulation.
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